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Introduction 
he story of Nigeria’s National Youth Service Corps scheme is one that remains a treasure for 

most of the people who have gone through the process. The scheme came to life by Decree No. 

24 of 22nd May, 1973 which stated that the NYSC is being established ‘with a view to the proper 

encouragement and development of common ties among the youths of Nigeria and the promotion of 

national unity.’ It was a child of the post-civil war, a means to help integrate the country by having 

different graduates serve the nations in their respective disciplines in regions other than theirs. 

So, once a Nigerian under the age of thirty graduates from a tertiary institution, the person is 

mobilized by the person’s school and posted by the NYSC to a state in a different region from his/her 

original state of origin. Once there, there is the three –  or in some cases, two –  weeks of orientation at 

the state orientation camp where all members of a batch are inculcated into the values of service while 

undergoing some para-military training. A lot happens within the service year but for most people, the 

three-week orientation camp is one of the best times with lots of fun and different activities.  

My mind goes back to Jalingo where I had my orientation camp, and to several other parts of Taraba 

state, which coincidentally is in the same North-Eastern geopolitical zone as Gombe, the state where the 

lead character was posted. It was three weeks on camp but the weeks were crazy! It was an eternity for 

lovers, for leaders who found their voices, for friendships that were made, for stories that were started…  

Indeed, some of this country’s greatest stories have a basis in that camp. The fact that one gets to meet 

so many people that one might ordinarily not have met, experience new traditions and cultures is simply 

amazing and opening. A lot of people were coming to that part of the country for the first time and 

might have never come to such a place if not for NYSC. But it was not always fun, we had a few 

tragedies; a few people died during service due to different reasons –  some were sick, others from 

accident. In some other places, we heard of Corp members who fell to insurgent bullets and bombs. But 

this is not the story of my service year…  

This is the story of ‘Lawale Ikuopetalojuran, a fresh graduate from the Lagos State University posted 

to Gombe. The story concentrates on his experiences on camp and the early days after camp, in the 

Nigerian Christian Corper’s Fellowship family house, which is like a religious community home of the 

protestant Christian Corp members in a state. We relive the experience of camp with him and meet new 

friends, view new sights and feel things freshly. The story starts at the end, goes back to the moment 

before camp and slowly builds back to the place where the whole tale started. While there is a certain 

sense of chronology to the tale, there isn’t a strict adherence to continuity or experience patterns, and the 

book in the end comes to be a seeming reading of the diary notes of the narrator –  not loyal to overt 

details or the like. 

It is a story that will bring memories to those who have gone through the camp experience, and 

create a picture for those who haven’t had that good fortune. The story in terms of content and setting 

resembles Joshua Agbo’s Beyond the Dark Clouds though the lead characters are as apart as can be. 

There shall be no spoilers this time. It is left for you to read and get your feel. 

In all we do, may the times be kind and life lead us safe. 

 

Su’eddie Vershima Agema 
Mbanor, Benue State 

17th October, 2016 

T 
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Dedication 

 
 

for my deity, 
Oluwayemisi Aduke Oyero, 
to allow your son sojourn, 

in that BH den, 
for a full year without seeing him. 

your fortitude is legendary! 
live long, please. 

 
 

for the fears and tears, 
the hunger and anger, 

the laughter and disaster: 
  for the fallen heroine; 

Rachel Oluwatosin Samuel, 
Batch ‘A’ 2015, 
jagged by BH, 

on the evening of Thursday, July 16 2015, 
may heavenly matriarchs 

continue to back your toddling girl child. 
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~ Babban Kasuwa ~ 
 

 

awale, did Kalu tell you he was going anywhere close to Babban 

Kasuwa?” 

“Yes, he said he was going to the market to get some 

provisions,” I replied, a bit uneasy, even curious. It was the first time Lawal would 

call to talk about Kalu. 

“Take a bike and quickly come to Babban Kasuwa to identify his body. I’m 

waiting for you,” he said. 

“Identify his what!” I yelled, fear knotting up my stomach. My neighbors 

rushed in and somehow I mentioned what had happened. 

We dialed Kalu’s two lines. 

Switched-off. 

We grabbed our NYSC fez caps and hurriedly got bikes to Babban Kasuwa. 

On the bike, I muttered desperate pleas to providence, restraining thoughts of 

the obvious, dialing Kalu’s lines again and again. 

Switched off. 

“Ha! They want to kill my son. Who will continue the family line?” Maami’s 

shrill voice from the distant past drowned my thoughts. 

Sirens wailed. First responders were on ground. I was in Babban Kasuwa. 

“Keep respectable distance. Away!” A firefighter hollered at us. We, the Corp 

members and the natives -  caftan-wearing mallams and women wearing heavy 

jewelry, retreated a step backwards, all sorrowful looking. 

Gun-toting security operatives looked on, mouth-drooping, as two helmet-

wearing Firefighters attacked the raging inferno with revolving nozzles that 

diffused water in all directions, same time. Another firefighter used the attack 

hoses to spread fire suppressants on the burning bodies. 

The fire doused, we searched for our own, keeping faith that he was not 

among the charred bodies of buyers and sellers and passersby that carpeted the 

market, all jagged into mishmash by poisonous shrapnel that splattered their guts 

all around leaving rivulets of blood trickling out of them, meandering into nearby 

gutters. 

“L 
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I struggled to swallow emotions that threatened to burst like a ripe boil. It 

oozed at last, with muted sobs. Lawal glared at me. Tears made a line down our 

cheeks. 

The stamping of feet, gnashing of teeth, shrill cries of agony and clicking of 

camera shutters around stung my ear. 

We searched for our own… and memories came flooding of how it all began. 
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~ Maternal Premonitions ~ 

 

 

pon arrival, their presence seemed heavy and intimidating, even to an 

incorrigible criminal. Kitted and imposing, they were everywhere; their 

parted booted feet made their figures look like a strange A. Their right 

hands brandished guns while their left fiddled kobokos; that twisted horsewhip 

made from dried animal skin. 

The sun was wide awake at 06:30am, bathing the earth with warmth. I rubbed 

off crusted night mucks from the corners of my sleep- itching eyes, stretching and 

yawning. The past twenty-one hours had been spent in moving vehicles –  moving 

caskets, as Maami once said. 

“Anyone inside a moving vehicle, whether motor, or canoe or that big motor 

bird is a corpse until the vehicle stops moving and he or she comes out alive–  at 

desired destination.” 

I stretched my back while the taxi driver that ferried Chudi and I from Kano 

unloaded our luggage. Suddenly, one of the soldiers ordered in pidgin English: 

“Here, where your giriin kard?” 

There were six of them standing outside the gate, all fierce- looking, eyes 

dripping blood. Terrifying. 

Chudi and I were exhausted. From Lagos to Kano, then to the Fanisau, Dutse, 

the capital of Jigawa state. We motioned towards him like lightly steamed 

vegetables waiting to be garnished, dragging our luggage along while Maami’s 

newest bucket dangled from my left hand. 

“Kari ya leg. Or koboko go kari am for you. No sume-sume!” another soldier 

yelled, fiddling with his koboko. His accent gave him away as an Easterner who 

had stayed long in the West. 

We ran towards him, the rollers of our luggage grinding the earth with brutal 

anger, as sweat cascaded our foreheads. In that second, Maami’s reaction when I 

told her of my posting flooded my mind. I had been posted to serve in Gombe 

state, north-east of Nigeria as part of my one-year National Youth Service Corps 

experience. I was to attend my orientation camp like my fellow prospective Corp 

members in Jigawa state, because Gombe was considered unsafe because of the 

infamous Boko Haram insurgents. 

U 
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“Ha! They want to kill ‘Lawale for me o! Who will continue the family line?” 

Maami had cried in despair. A widow has cause to worry about the safety of her 

only child, I guess. I tried to console her but she was inconsolable. I told her I 

would redeploy back to Lagos state immediately after the twenty-one-day 

orientation in Jigawa. That seemed to calm her down a bit. Still, the four nights 

before my departure were filled with litanies of her pleas. 

“You can do away with service abi what do you call it? You will get a job,” she 

pleaded amidst sobs in Yoruba, the only language she spoke. I told her I had no 

option than to serve so that I could get a job even though they were scarce; I 

remained hopeful that I would get one after service year. 

“Listen ‘Lawale, you have tried, seeing yourself through school, you can see 

yourself through life without anybody giving you a job,” she prodded, teary-eyed. 

I told her that the All Progressive Congress promised that its presidential 

candidate, the old General will create ten million jobs before two months in 

office, so there was hope for employment and so I must be prepared with the final 

requirement for a white collar job–  NYSC certificate service. 

Maami hissed and nodded pitifully. She tried her best to shield her 

dissatisfaction but I saw those feelings all over her, the same way she had felt that 

morning ten years before when my father, Baami, set to embark on a trip to the 

North which eventually claimed his life. Baami was a long distance driver. 

Her intuition and clairvoyance were undoubtable. But I was helpless. Many 

were the sorry tales of graduates disqualified after scaling through horrendous 

interviews just because they did not have the NYSC certificate. 

At my departure, she placed a vial of anointing oil and a tightly sealed one- liter 

white keg of Baba Ago prayer water in my luggage. Maami discovered Prophet 

Baba Ago two months ago and had turned into his devotee. She had since 

attended two of his monthly water revival at Ile- epo and other activities.  

“This prayer water has turned to kerosene during fuel scarcity to help a 

woman cook food for her starving and dying family. This water has raised the 

dead. This water healed the sick. Gbogbonise ni omi yi –  this water is for 

multipurpose use. That man called Baba Ago is the Ayo Babalola of our time. This 

one liter is not much. I can’t carry big keg and you have refused to follow me to 

the church. Use it little little. Drink small in the morning before going out, and put 

small on your head and eyes too. Ayunlo, ayunbo ni ti e. Because Enoch and Moses 

escaped death, you have escaped them. No Boko Haram will kill you. No accident 

will kill you. I turn you into air. You are slippery from harm. You know the name 

of death. Death is forbidden for you. Any death that will kill you will first pounce 

on me. And I am not ready to die until I back all my grandchildren, all your 

children. And may you not bring Akata home as wife,” she had prayed on the 

morning of my departure. Then she added, “In Jesus Name.” 
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“Amen,” I said, suppressing the urge to laugh at the fear of her only son 

bringing a non-Yoruba home as a wife. She needs to be told love transcends race 

and creed but it wasn’t the time for it. Her eyes wore glints of reluctance. 

And because her E leda was reluctant about the trip, I knew I was in for it as I 

presented my green card for inspection. An inner voice echoed it. 

“Why ya head be like dis for hie?” the soldier said peering frantically into my 

green card, the white sheet of paper printed from the site of the NYSC after the 

online registration. The green card was the passport to camp. 

“Me?” I asked raising my head, a chance at last to look him in the face. 

“No, na me. You don spoil for dat skul wey you go abi? I don mark ya face. 

You go see wella for this twenty-one days,” he said with eyes bleeding with 

meanness, his skull sharply jutted out on his head, the muscles around them 

tightened like tuned guitar strings. The vertical, incision- like tribal mark by his 

temples gave him away as Igbo. 

“Na me you dey look for face? God punish ya Mama,” he cursed, seething 

with rage while his spittle sprayed my face. 

I was incensed. Why must he curse Maami? Was she the one that offended him, if 

looking at him in the face was an offence after all? 

“Shege! Dan bura uba!” the soldier closest to him cursed in Hausa. “God go 

catch you, na my flatuun you go come. Barrau Banza!” 

I wondered what I had done to warrant so much rage, even from a busybody. 

“Inside!” another soldier ordered dismissively, his tone firm and superior- like. 

He had previously been quiet. 

I felt their eyes trail me as we went in; Chudi and I. He was eased in without 

furor. We met another crop of soldiers on entry into the camp through the black 

gated entrance. 

“Leave nothing behind,” one of them said in crisp English. ‘University’ 

smelled in his accent and his courteous firmness. “Over there!” He waved to the 

right side of the fence inside. We joined the queue, our effects beside us, moving 

and dragging them along as the queue progressed. Chudi was in front of me. He 

had been quiet all along. 

“Hey, what’s wrong with those guys sef?” I playfully tapped him. 

“When you are in Rome, you obey Roman laws.” His voice was dry. He didn’t 

turn his head to me. 

I ignored him and let my eyes dwell on the lady in front of him whose skin 

color seemed to be of uncooked beef with her hair, auburn red. She looked like 

she had dyed her body in palm-oil or something like that where she sat quietly on 

her black Polo- labelled luggage, shoulders drooping, tiredness written all over her 

face in capital letters. Obviously of eastern extraction: Abia, Imo, Enugu, 

Anambra or nearby states. 
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“Oya, move o!” some voices chorused from behind. She stood and wobbled, 

closing the distance between her and the person before her, slowly reeling the 

roller of her trolley. Then just as Chudi moved forward, she lapsed on her trolley, 

her hands tightly clutched around the bucket on her clasped laps, in a lazy hug 

with her guava breast. She looked into the distance absentmindedly. Those bluish-

green eyeballs, tiny like a bird’s. Who knew how many seven seas and seven 

oceans they had seen on the way down here? Who knew how many hours she sat 

in the vehicle commuting down here? 

The queue stretched from the wide black gated entrance and curled around a 

bungalow like a long snake. Slowly, we did a detour around the bungalow that 

wore creamy top and grey trouser. The building, as I would later know was one of 

the bungalows for the officials. It was a stone’s throw from the checking bay–  a 

tent with blue canopy. 

Finally, it was our turn to be checked in. A male and female soldier with neatly 

scraped chins sat on two white plastic chairs inspecting items, a table beside them. 

Chudi went under the tent first. He opened up all he had for their views. A 

stainless cylindrical food flask, cup, stainless spoon, few clothes, a file containing 

credentials, a bucket, three books from different authors, a pocket- sized Bible, a 

big tube of toothpaste, creams, toiletries, beverages, an electric pressing iron, 

clipper, white shorts and white round-necked tops –  as instructed on the website 

of the National Youths Service Corps. 

“Sorry, electric items are not allowed,” the female officer said calmly to him, 

very far from the harsh welcome tone of her aggressive colleagues at the gate. 

“You will have to leave them here and claim them on leaving,” she disclosed, 

her eyes searching Chudi’s while the male soldier just watched on, his eyes 

piercing for hints of suspicion– like a detective. 

Mist of disappointment covered Chudi’s eyeballs. I quickly pried open my 

luggage, rummaged inside like I was looking for something. My items were similar 

to Chudi’s but for beverages, toiletries, pressing iron, clipper, Bible, blue led-

rechargeable. Also, I had a sachet of toothpaste, a blue plastic cup and transparent 

plate with green cover. I swaddled a shirt around my lamp and slipped it further in 

between my items. 

“Write your name here and a brief description of the items to be kept,” she 

said, pointing to the sheet on the table by her side, like he kept the items out of his 

volition. The sheet, smeared with sweaty hand imprints was a meeting point of 

different kinds of orderly ink scrawls –  the elegant, the fair and the illegible. 

Chudi’s rechargeable lamp, pressing iron and clipper were withheld –  to be 

retrieved after twenty-one days. 

Chudi waited for me to be checked in. 

“What keg is this?” she quipped at me. 

“Water,” I said. 
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She waved me in dismissively. I thanked my stars I wasn’t ransacked this time 

around. 

 

The terrain inside was steep so we made a descent like we were headed for a valley 

with which a brook lies. 

Yes, we were thirsty. Not of water but of motives more selfish than service to 

fatherland. I couldn’t speak for Chudi but I sure couldn’t wait for a lot of things. I 

couldn’t wait to satiate the thirst of desire and adventure. I couldn’t wait to make 

new friends. I couldn’t wait to wear the green khaki and crested vest, jungle boot 

and the fez cap. I couldn’t wait to explore and exploit the opportunities pregnant 

in the one year. I couldn’t wait to meet new love and lust, have fresh sex–and 

enjoy a steady taste of gullible waists of impressionable colleagues and natives 

from new culture and creed. I couldn’t wait to make money; tap into the 

economic potentials of the host state and, of course, swallow alawee, the monthly 

allowance the Federal Government pays serving Corps member, send part of it to 

Maami for her upkeep, even if that is the only thing fatherland chose to give me as 

my share of the national cake. I couldn’t wait to impress my employer and get 

retained after one year. I saw it as a free opportunity to access employment, a 

chance for a job slot after service year. 

I had dreamt of this day long ago. Since the day Corper Chukwuka, the 

brilliant English teacher who taught me in JSS 1 told us about NYSC. Those were 

days when a successful junta was plotted with just an apple, short before death 

stole away Stella and later Turai’s husband, long before the harvest of corruption 

times of Patience and her husband. 

It fueled my zeal to become a graduate, after the tragic death of Baami a 

decade ago. At all cost. Even when they had increased the tuition of Lagos State 

University from twenty- five thousand naira to two hundred and fifty thousand 

naira, I took up an overnight job at a bakery and saw myself through school. 

Where there is a will, there is a way. 

We were visibly tired but inside, we burned with the excitement of expectation 

which seemed to show in our eyeballs.  

 

Like two dry- throated harts, Chudi and I raced for the water brook, down into the 

camp, almost competing, panting, our trolleys grinding the asphalt with ferocious 

velocity. 

The camp seemed like a local government on its own, vast land here and there. 

We walked past the walkway. Well- trimmed hibiscuses and ixora flowers 

beautifully adorned it by both sides; the flowers, soaked in fresh morning sweat 

carefully lined-up the walkway to the left and to the right. 

It’s just the morning of day 1 in NYSC orientation camp. 

“Hey! Here we are! Let’s go there!” I said facing Chudi. 
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~ Flirt ~ 

 

 

e didn’t stop till we reached the brook –  the multipurpose hall where 

documentation and registration was to be done. 

“Did you come with any lamp?” Chudi asked. 

“Yes.” 

“You are a damn smuggler,” he teased, tugging at my ribs. 

“I don’t agree but you can make use of it whenever you want to read.” 

He smiled, delight playing on his face. He was sold out to reading or so he told 

me in the vehicle on our trip from Lagos to the camp. 

We had met in the long, chubby luxurious bus from Iddo in Lagos and chatted 

excitedly through the whole journey. We were like reunited friends sharing fond 

childhood memories after years of separation. Perhaps our shared likes made it 

easier for us to blend. There was something beyond the physical –a metaphysical 

rope binding the lobes of our hearts in friendship. 

“It’s a long one. You may have to put it overhead,” he had said in the choked 

interior of the long luxurious bus as I sunk in the seat beside his, figuring where to 

put my bag. My big luggage was already tucked in the large, spread-out room for 

loads beneath our sole –  for a different fee of five hundred naira, after the 

transport fare of six thousand naira. In Lagos, you must pay for everything, even 

easing yourself. 

In that fleeting moment, he made an impression of a good mind-reader. I put 

the bag on the shelf atop the window and lapsed into the soft cushioned seat. My 

knees cramped as I stuffed it in the tight space in between the seats. Tall people 

have problem seating in vehicles with seats arranged too closely; the more reason 

why usually I sat in the front passenger’s seat on Lagos danfos. 

“My name is Chudi, from Enugu,” he said cheerfully, offering his hand, his 

cheeks stretching out an affable smile. 

“’Lawale, Lagos state.” 

“Tell me about your interests.” 

“Books.” 

“Waoh!” he exclaimed and turned his head forward. “Lagosians are distrustful 

of strangers. But our best friends today were once strangers,” he resumed after a 

pause still keeping his head straight. 

W 
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I kept mute and thought about how intelligent he was to have politely said: 

Free yourself bro.” 

“Fiction or non-fiction?” 

“Both.” 

“I love books too. Non- fiction mostly.” 

“I see!” 

“I have written one,” he said and browsed his hand bag for something. He got 

it and smiled as he stretched a book towards me. “Yea, here is it,” a wide grin on 

his face. 

The book had Surviving and Thriving in Days Like These on its front cover. 

Beneath it was the image of a plant sprouting resiliently out of a hostile soil of 

stones, pebbles, broken bottles and other unfriendly composition. I would later 

learn on a brief read that the plant was Saxifrage, the elder brother of Cactus and 

Mirabilis, two of the few tenacious plants that blossom in desert areas, against all 

odds. 

“Amazing illustration!” 

“Thank you. You can have that as complimentary copy. I do that anywhere I 

meet people of your kind,” he said with a sheepish smile, blushing. 

A good seat partner is important on a long distance trip to overcome 

boredom. Chudi was the perfect seat partner a long distance traveler can hope for. 

He broke my resistance with sheer warmth that almost ran into affectation. 

We shared our thoughts and experiences on a wide range of issues snowballing 

from one to another: religion, undergrad days, ambitions, politics, writing, authors, 

the challenges of self-publishing, and the thrill of getting on the payroll of the 

Federal Government and whether we would be paid the first allowance, alawee in 

camp or not. He bought us suya, beef kebab, when the vehicle made a stop-over at 

an expansive filling station with a string of shops along Ondo road. We chatted 

non-stop as we nibbled on chunks of the roasted meat sauced with dry pepper, 

onions and cabbage. 

“Suya is best served while hot from the grill and on newspaper too,” he 

interjected. 

The tongue does not forget such a tasty treat in a hurry. The last time I tasted 

suya was almost a year now, when Bros Musibau, the mechanic and our right door 

neighbor threw a birthday bash. It dawned on me I had not called him in a long 

while. 

I tried Bro Musibau’s mobile on getting to camp but it was switched off. There 

was no need after all. He would have gone to the mechanic compound at Ketu 

and won’t retire home till past 11pm, reeking alcohol. And Maami would have 

slept off then. Maami had no phone. 
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Twenty kids cannot play together for twenty years, they say. It seemed to be the 

case with Chudi and I. We were allotted different hostel blocks after registration. 

The hostel had male and female sections. Unlike the well-demarcated female 

section close to the Mammy market, the Mosque and the Multipurpose Hall –  all 

in the nerve center of the camp, the male hostel was unfenced. It sat near the 

bush, at the far end of the camp, beside the soldiers’ lodge. 

The hostel blocks, all bungalows clad in creamy tops and grey trousers like the 

officials’ lodge near the black gated entrance had slit openings at their chests for 

ventilation. The pigeonhole windows, six for a block was netted and burglar 

proofed. The architectural design took the structure of a barrack. 

Thirteen rows and two columns, the male hostels had twenty- six blocks in all. 

The blocks had letters of the English alphabet on, orderly, in bold cases: BLOCK 

A, BLOCK B…  

A bedsheet of concrete about two inches thick laid on the walkway that 

stretched in between the two columns –  traversing blocks A to Z, the odd 

numbers to the left and the even to the right. 

In between every two blocks were a GeePee tank raised on an elevation made 

of bricks, about two couches. The tanks had tap outlets at the base. The tanks, as 

we would later experience, were usually dry and thus the journey to the reservoir 

at the gated entrance, about forty minutes, to- and- fro. It was no big deal; I was 

used to it; in Mushin, fetching water from far distance to fill the blue Gorodom 

was a daily chore mastered from childhood. 

I fell along the left column, Block O. The blocks were randomly assigned not 

necessarily after the order of arrival but on availability and discretion of the hostel 

masters. 

I stepped into my block. Thirty- two dusty spring bunks –  two bed spaces each, 

top and down columns –  were scattered inside, all waiting to carry the weight of 

sixty- four youths. 

They were keeping bed space and hurrying outside, so I flung my luggage on 

the top floor of a bunk by the door. I shook the small padlock dangling around 

the zipper of my luggage. I confirmed it was intact, then hurried to the 

Multipurpose Hall. I sought divine intervention for my luggage. I prayed nothing 

would happen to it. 

I stepped into the hot sun. The sun brought thoughts of Oro-enu bakery in 

Okokomaiko. I did night shift at the bakery as an undergrad. 

I glanced at my torch phone: 07:45a.m. 

“It is just morning and the sun is already scalding like an afternoon sun?” I 

wondered aloud. 

 

On approaching the hall, I saw a lady already kitted. She dazzled in the white vest 

crested with NYSC logo in front. There was something about her, about her 
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watermelon-sized breasts that made blood rush down my waist and made my 

crotch nod in between my thighs. Wide apart on her chest, they spread out the 

logo, boldly, like on a billboard. 

I swaggered towards her, set to work, smacking my lips and limping 

deliberately, right hand cupping my groin area. 

“Hey, Miss endowed!” 

“Hi handsome!” 
“Wait a minute, has anyone ever told you ‘You are BBB?’ As in Big, Bold and 

Beautiful?” 

“Wow! I’m blushing!” 

“You can say that again! You are not bad at all. Everything in its right place, 

you know. No padding. Puffpuffliciously natural!” 

“Hmmn, you can rewind that too,” she said, with a huge smile as her hands 

braced up her buxom breasts to do a prideful, self- indulgent rejig. 

“Oh, yeah! And I don’t mind.” 

“You mean it?” 

“Yeah!” 

Three male fellows brushed past me, hastily heading into the hall. 

“Linda Okpo,” she offered a hand. 

“’Lawale Ikuopetalojuran. A pleasure.” A pleasant scent of expensive perfume 

wafted into my nostrils as I pulled closer to collect her proffered hand. Her moist, 

soft palm sent chilly, soothing sensation down my spine. 

“The pleasure is mine. ‘Lawale Ikuope… ” she trailed off holding my hand still. 

“I-ku-o-pe- ta- lo- ju- ran,” I pronounced slowly. 

“Cute name. Highly traditional. Yoruba abi?” 

“Yeah. Ooduwa confirm! You know, one of my lecturers back then in school 

used to say, ‘religion, culture and language are triplets. It might not be so easy to 

break loose the binding cord of this trinity of heritage. But in case you must, 

please take culture and language along.’” 

“Fantastic! So, you have taken along Yoruba culture and language, abi?” 

“If you say so.” 

Five men approached the hall, their gaits characterized by an imperative 

urgency. 

I wriggled free my hand, suddenly disinterested in the conversation. 

“Where did you collect this?” I asked curtly, pointing at a booklet she had.  

“Just inside.” A long sound interrupted her. She zipped open the Fubu pouch 

that encircled her waist which made her stomach bulge like a woman carrying four 

months’ pregnancy. “Just a minute,” she excused. “Hello Dad. I’m in camp 

already. Can you call me back say in twenty minutes? ...Love you too Dad.” 

“What’s your GM code?” she resumed. 
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It took me some seconds to process what GM code meant: Gombe code, the 

code issued at the point of registration in camp, my official NYSC number. 

“GM/I5A/567.” I said finally. 

“That’s platoon 7. We are in the same platoon.” 

“Oh, really! That’s beautiful! You know what, let me get in first. We have all 

the time in the world. We dey together now?” 

“Yeah, twenty-one days!” she said smiling and winking. I saw longing in her 

smile, one that blanketed her face. “Go in through that door and pick up these 

booklets,” she said referring to the booklets in her hand. “Then go outside to the 

other side of the hall; you’ll see the people distributing the uniform there. The 

person distributing for our platoon is one old fat Hausa man like that,” Linda 

grinned as she made demonstrative efforts with her hands and body, towards the 

hall. 

“Thank you, Cecelia.” 

“Nope, Linda.” 

“Oh, sorry Linda. Sorry, I mean, thank you Linda.” 

“It’s alright. Just calm down. You must be sapped. You came by road?” 

I nodded and looked at my shirt, wrinkled from long hours of sitting and 

dozing on the seat of the luxury bus. I cringed at being exposed. Sand in my garri. 

“From Lagos, Ogun or Ibadan?” 

“Lagos.” 

“Waoh! Sorry. It must have been hectic.” 

“We thank God for journey mercies. We’ll talk later Linda,” I said dismissively, 

about to move –  yet not wanting to; the pull of attraction was stubborn though 

the ‘forming’ cheerfulness evaporated and was suddenly replaced by a compelling 

desire for a nap. 

Our eyes interlocked and a silent message passed between us. A silent body 

communication ensued. Finally, she said: “Later ’Lawale.” 

I nodded and walked towards the hall with drooped shoulders. I looked back 

few seconds after and saw her waddling toward the female hostel. I smacked my 

lips at the trembling mound of flesh that formed her backside, my crotch nodding 

responsively. She looked rich. She must have hopped in by flight. Y et, material 

exploitation and opportunism in the name of emotional entanglement is not my 

thing. Matter of fact, a lot of fish had offered to sponsor me through the 

university but I turned them down. I will rather work in a bakery and retain my 

masculine dignity than be financed by a lady and be turned into an emotional puppeteer. 

 

Inside the hall by the door, lay eight stacks of pamphlets just like she said. 

“Otondo, how morale?” a light- skinned fellow said with a gap toothy smile. 

I smiled blankly in return not knowing what response to give. 

“You’ll say ‘Morale high!’.” 
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“Otondo, how morale?” 

“Morale high!” 

“Great! My name is Kalu, Batch B Gombe Corper.” 

“’Lawale, Batch C Gombe Otondo.” 

He laughed and said “Confirm! You know you are not a Corper yet until you 

are sworn in.” 

“Well, an egg becomes a cock in no time.” 

“You are damn right! The distance between here and there is T and that T is 

time. Your swearing- in should be in three days.” 

His brilliance enthralled me. I nodded and wanted to ask why he was in camp. 

He seemed to read my mind and said: 

“I’m a delegate from the state’s Publicity Community Development Service –  

with two others. They are seated there. We are here to facilitate recruitment 

process into the Orientation Broadcasting Service (OBS).” 

Memories carried the voice of Corper Chukwuka, the brilliant English teacher 

and flung it into my mind. “They are the most influential group in camp,” he had 

said of OBS eleven years ago. 

“You can pick a copy each ‘Lawale. I hope you are coming to Gombe?” 

I smiled and did not feel his question needed a response. 

He smiled too. 

Like a card of WHOT, I shuffled off a copy from each stack: Orientation 

Guide, ABC of Community Development Service, Security Awareness and 

Education Handbook, Security Tips during Service Year, Hausa Language Book, 

NYSC Act and two others. 

“Thanks bro.” I turned to leave and was arrested by the voice of a woman 

shouting outside the hall: 

“Khaki don finish o!” She was shouting from the side Linda said uniforms 

were distributed. The khaki was meant to be the uniform for our one-year service. 

Marked by anxiety and fear, colleagues –  prospective Corp members in mufti 

raced towards her direction in urgency. I joined the frenzy. She was the magnet 

and we were the metals. 

“Eh! Shey this is how I will not wear this uniform! Chai! They don follow me 

come here again o!” she lamented amidst tears sitting on the bare floor, helpless, 

her light blue skirt flitting up in the morning breeze, exposing her supple thigh to 

the visual delight of voyeurs. 

“Young lady, stop this childishness and foolishness!” a man in his mid- forties 

rebuked firmly, apparently an official. “Who told you Khaki has finished? We just 

ran out of stock and have requested for another supply.” 

But she was disconsolate. “Chai! There is God o!” 
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Laughter rippled amongst us. Her lamentation took the mimic of a former first 

lady’s. She wasn’t through though. “NYSC this thing you are doing! This Khaki 

you are not sharing o! Chai! There is God o!” 

This time, even the soldiers joined in the laughter. A car horn blew from 

behind us and the laughter subsided. 

“Pin- in-pin- in!” 

A white truck with an open trunk was behind us. We cleared for it, to the left 

and to the right, like onlookers around the vehicle of a politician during a 

campaign. 

The white vehicle zoomed in. The rebuking official offloaded a white sack 

from amongst bloated sacks in the trunk. Compressed folds of lime-colored Khaki 

fabrics peeped out of the see- through sack. 

The former crying lady suddenly jumped to her feet and wiped her tear-

washed eyes with the back of her palm. I saw consolation in those misty eyes as 

she hungrily grabbed the sack from the official like a possessive child clutching a 

plaything which her father was about to present to her. 

Slightly stunned, the official smiled, amazed at her oddity. Some fellows helped 

unload the rest of the sacks, totaling twenty- five while the rest of us fight to form 

a queue before the officials settling under the eaves. 

“Bludy graduates! Gofament pikin! Line up for ya flatuuns!” a soldier yelled 

lashing out a koboko while ordering us to form a queue according to our 

platoons. We dodged his whip, but it still lashed at two unfortunate guys. 

The line broke in a brisk; and filed in a straight line before an official. 

“Bludy Giraduates! You no fit read?” a supporting deep bass voice barked 

from behind. I turned my neck and saw the muscles on his neck taut like tuned 

acoustic guitar strings. It took me some time to discover that the ‘bludy giraduates’ 

they were referring to meant ‘bloody graduates.’ I smiled. 

I saw Linda. She stood a distance away from the nerve of the crowd with the 

extra care of a mole in a burrow that smell of a snake. She looked so young and 

fresh. Something in me was falling for her. Pliable pines fast weaving into 

beautiful basket of emotions. I snapped the fairy thoughts. Maami can’t even 

stand any tribe aside Yoruba, Egbado precisely. I avoided her gaze and swerved 

my neck, sharply. 

Ten officials sat on white plastic chairs, the uniforms spread out beside them, 

on sack underlay. They were platoon officers as Linda said. There was no tag to 

distinguish them but discretion is a compass in the face of danger–  in the face of 

koboko. 

“Is that boot your size?” a tall guy asked just as I got my items, his skin dark as 

tan. 

“I haven’t even checked,” I replied. We walked to a nearby window in the hall. 

I rested the lime-colored khaki trousers, shirt, fez cap and the crested vest on the 
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windowsill, slipped my right foot in a pair of the brown jungle boot customized 

with NYSC logo. I knotted the sole. Not too tight and not too free. Perfect! 

I looked up and he was already swaggering towards another fellow. He didn’t 

even wait for me to tell him. What’s the need? He must have thought. 

I saw the unlucky two who had been lashed. They sat on two white plastic 

chairs. The three folds of the koboko formed bold welts on their arms. A lady 

applied balm on their swollen flesh as they screamed like toddlers, their faces 

contorted inharmoniously. 

I made to leave the hall for the hostel, to catch a nap. At the right exit door of 

the hall, hot waves blew in my direction. I stole a look at the sky, briefly. Up there, 

the sun blazed like the dome- like mud oven in Oro-enu bakery at Okokomaiko 

where I had worked for some time. Tears burned off my eyes. I checked my torch 

phone: 09:04a.m. 

My thoughts sojourned home. I scrolled my contacts to call Maami. I 

remembered she had no phone. It meant waiting till evening when Bros Musibau 

returned from his binge or when Iya Abigeli comes back from Mushin market 

where she sold and ground pepper. 

Iya Abigeli is the kindest of all our eighty- four neighbors in the compound. 

She was there for me while I was in school, caring for Maami like she was her 

mother. Maami told me anytime I came home for semester break that she 

scooped soup for her whenever she cooked –  with garri, for her to make Eba. She 

gave me one thousand naira to augment the transport fare to camp. 

I imagined Maami standing with chewing stick corked at an angle in mouth, at 

the threshold of our one room rented apartment in the cramped house in crowded 

Mushin. Her fears and tears filled my mind and her cries resonated in my head: 

“Ha! They want to kill my son. Who will continue the family line?” 

“Pa-ran-an! Pa- ran-pa-ran-pa-ran-an!” A loud trumpet- like sound called me 

from home. The sound was slow, wavy and brassy. 

“Fight Lion is coming!” Someone shouted in the hall where exchange of 

oversized juggle boots, Khaki trousers and shirts were taking place. 

A well- toned middle aged man barged into the hall. We scattered like startled 

bush fowls. 

“Bludy Giraduates! You nefa hie the biigu? Barrau Shege! One minit before 

you fall on top parade with ya white white,” the soldier barked. He had earlier 

lashed the two fellows with a Koboko. His voice was loud, perhaps because 

dreaded silence enveloped the hall amplifying his voice a pitch higher. 

He wasn’t running after anyone this time around. He just stood near the door 

where I had stood and watched us teem out of the hall. We knew his ‘one minit’ 

was a fib. 
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As I was about to leave the hall, I saw a scar on his face –  the gash slanted 

across his cheeks diagonally, from his temples down to his mouth–a wicked tribal 

mark for a wicked creature. Fight Lion indeed! 

The bugle sounded again ten minutes later. We were in the hostels changing to 

our white round necks and shorts. As we were later told, the white over white was 

the dress code anywhere on camp save inside the hostel, during Jum’at service on 

Friday noon and Sunday service on Sunday mornings. The khaki was said to be 

exclusive for special events on camp like swearing- in ceremony, man-o-war day 

and passing out parades. 

“Pa- ran-ran! Pa- ran-pa-ran-pa-ran-ran!” 

“They are coming!” a fellow alerted in my block. His bunk was beside the 

front window. We rushed out immediately from Block O and crashed into 

colleagues trouping out of other blocks. 

“Why are you hurrying? I will face them,” a short fat bearded fellow who 

doubled as my bunkmate said as we ran out of the hostel environment towards 

the direction of the parade ground. He was old enough to have a ten-year-old kid. 

I wondered if he was below thirty years of age as the scheme stipulated. 

They intercepted us on the way; five lions and a lioness. 

“All of you go on your knees,” the only lady in the group ordered. University 

smelled in her grammar. 

We leveled our knees on the sun-bleached grass instantly. Full-grown adults 

with certified third legs, because a lady barely above eighteen years commanded? I 

thought about how I would have taught her a lesson in those days when I was still 

radically rascal in Mushin. I would have squashed her head under my armpit and 

drum blows on her scalp till she surrendered and knows that men are to be 

respected…  But education has taken all of that away. 

Silence is a better reply than violence; it taunts more than a million kobokos. 

Asides her camouflage army uniform, she wore authority. 

“See them, white guinea fowls. You have one minute to dress properly,” she 

said scornfully. Her colleagues watched on enjoying the scene. 

My bunkmate, the fat-bearded fellow knelt beside me. I had thought he waited 

in the hostel. I checked his face; his eyes were permanently locked on the sun-

bleached grass. And his lips, tight like a bucket of glue were applied on them. I did 

not hear a word from him till they let us go.  

The proverbial rabbit does disappear when a cat enters its burrow. 

 

We were a sea of angels on the parade ground, swatting flies with our hands, 

handkerchief and hand towels. Those flies, we don’t know where they came from. 

They buzzed about alarmingly, leaving spittle on our skin. Were a census be taken, 

their population would triple the two thousand five hundred corps members on 

camp, not counting the soldiers and other officials present. 
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The bearded- fellow stood beside me. He made hoarse, throaty sounds and 

noisily spat a gob of phlegm on the ground. We shrunk from him. 

“Sorry,” he said to no one in particular. “I’m Lawal,” he turned to me. 

“’Lawale is my name.” 

“Don’t mind those feofle. Those feofle deliberately released these plies into 

this camp. It is fart of their ways to make life hell for all of us for these twenty-one 

days. But my Jesus would not allow them.” His eyes searched mine for agreement. 

The two ladies in front of us turned back and cackled. I restrained a nagging 

compulsion to laugh, at his dramatic way of talking, his interchange of sound p 

and f. 

I had thought before then that the only Christians in the North were non-

Hausas but Lawal, from Kano state rightly wronged my assumption. I would find 

out later that Lawal belonged to the Evangelical Church of West Africa, a 

Christian denomination with overwhelming devout faithful in Northern Nigeria. 

He had been born into an ECWA family and remained so. 
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~ Good morning this morning! ~ 
 

 

ll clothed in white round necks, white shorts, white tennis shoes, white 

socks, waist pouch bobbing around our bellies, we stood under the naked 

sun, before the officials under the shade in front, the soldiers encircling 

us. 

“Prey prey shun!” We stamped our feet on the red parched soil. 

“Stand easssy!” A soldier called and retreated for an elderly man with potbelly. 

“Good morning this morning prospective gentlemen Corp members.” His 

heavy Oyo accent sounded from the mobile public address system–a big box with 

handle and feet roller, all silver-coated. His speech was slow and slurry and 

trickled like thick okro soup. His every word was marked by thoughtfulness, a 

man who doesn’t want to offend in words. 

“Good morning this morning sir,” we mimicked. 

“I am the NYSC state coordinator for Gombe state. Erm, on behalf of my 

colleagues from Nigeria Youths Service Corp, Gombe chapter, and soldiers from 

the 21 division here in Jigawa, I welcome you all to Gombe through Jigawa. This 

is NYSC Jigawa permanent orientation here in Fanisau Dutse. For the next 

twenty-one days, this is going to be our home. We are going to be your parents 

and we expect you to be good children.” 

We hmmmed. Side talks here and there. A lady by my right zipped her waist 

pouch open. I fought myself for not asking her for a sachet when she gulped 

down the fourth sachet water –  all at a stretch. 

“Excuse me! That will not be tolerated here,” the state coordinator resumed. 

“This camp will teach you many things because some of you are not humble, 

disciplined, obedient and respectful at all. No form of nonsense will be tolerated. 

Did I make myself clear?” 

“Yes sir!” We chorused. 

“Okay. Time will tell if I am clear or not. Next time if I hear kpin all of you 

will do frog jump. Sebi you can see soldiers all around…  Erm, as I was saying, this 

is a paramilitary camp and so you will live a regimented life here. No going out of 

that gate till after twenty-one days. We will serve you three square meals everyday 

just like every responsible parent would do. Tell your late-comer friends when 

they resume. There is also water in the hostels. And we also have Mammy market 

A 
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just behind the mosque adjacently opposite the female hostel there. There is 

nothing you need in the world that is not sold there.” 

We hmmmed at his exaggeration. 

“You see what I am saying. Your parrots claim not to be gossips yet went 

ahead on the spot to tell me of the young bachelor tenant having an affair with his 

landlord’s daughter. It is just too early to start punishing you…   If not, the 

soldiers would have showed you pepper.” 

“Thank you, sir. Sorry sir.” 

“Sorry for yourself. It is alright anyway. I know some of you are good 

children…  Erm, like I was saying. We also have leaders of the Nigeria Christian 

Corpers’ Fellowship and that of the National Association of Catholic Corpers. 

These are the only two fellowships recognized by NYSC. NCCF is non-

denominational and NACC is for Catholics. Their stands are somewhere there by 

the Man-o-War side near that big tree there. Join any one of them and be children 

of God here in camp even if you were cultists and kegites in your different 

schools. And for the Muslims, you will see that there is a mosque there before the 

Mammy market. We have the Amir and Amira and other Excos of the Muslim 

Corpers’ Association of Nigeria in Gombe state present too. The Lord will help 

you. That is that about that. The RSM will like to brief you.” 

A man in his early thirties stepped forward. He was dressed in full ceremonial 

military regalia, his uniform starched to a stiff. His was classical to the others: a 

shade of light brown, dark brown, navy blue and dim green khaki hug his tall, 

straight frame, his boot shone to a glitter. 

“Kopa Wee!” He hailed firmly, a contrast of the state coordinator’s. 

“Wa!” we chorused with loud discordant voices. 

“Wee wee wee!” 

“Waa waa waa!” 

“Thank you, sir.” He turned briefly to the state coordinator. Like our number 

one has said, I am the Regiment Sergeant Major for this camp.I and my fifty 

colleagues are here for your security, to enforce discipline and to drill you in 

military ways. There is going to be parade every day here on this ground. 

Everybody is expected to be here while parade is on; no loafing or loitering 

around when parade is on. If you are sick, you should be in the clinic receiving 

treatment and not in the hostels. We won’t condone any form of indiscipline.” 

A swarm of flies suddenly buzzed around distractingly. They were more in 

numbers. We swatted them off with our hands but they won’t stop plaguing us. 

I lost track of the RSM’s address. I caught back when he said: “Look at the 

fence far over there.” 

We turned and looked in the direction. A tall fence peeped out of the grown 

bush at the far left of the camp, electric barbed wires curled on top of it. 
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“You have seen it abi?” He asked rhetorically. “You have no business going 

close to it. I will repeat myself once more. You have no business getting close to 

the fences. Before you are shocked to death, my soldiers will gun you down. Who 

knows whether there are Boko Haram spies among you? 

A terrifying silence dominated the parade ground. 

“That is that about that. I know some of you heard something like trumpet the 

other time. Abi?” 

“Yes, yes!” we chorused. 

“We call it bugle in the military. Anytime you hear the bugle, it is for a reason.” 

He waved at a colleague; an old soldier came forward, saluted and stood beside 

him. He had a silver-coated instrument in hand. The metallic structure looked like 

Kaakaki, the Northern trumpet as old as the groundnut pyramid in Kano 

The RSM signaled at him. 

“Pa-ran-ran! Pa- ran-pa-ran-pa-ran-ran!” the old man blew. 

“That’s for ‘Be on the parade ground’,” the RSM explained. 

The bugle man blew different sounds to which the RSM explained after each: 

“That’s for food is ready, come to the kitchen; that’s for light out; that’s for 

Nigeria is rising and going to bed; that’s for your allowance, to say that alawee is 

ready, go to accounts… ” 

“Yes o!” we screamed with excitement. 

“Na that one sure pass,” someone piped from amidst us. 

He stepped backwards and handed the microphone to the state coordinator. 

“See them smiling. I know that is why you came for service,” the state 

coordinator resumed. 

“Yes o! Na alawee sure pass!” 

“Okay. I hear you. Just know that you are not a Corp member yet till you are 

sworn- in in two days’ time. 10am at the hall. You are expected to be in your full 

seven over seven. You must wear your complete uniform; the seven pieces. Your 

platoon officers will tell you more about that. Have a wonderful time in camp.” 

He gave the RSM the wireless microphone who organized us into platoons. 

“If the last digit on your registration number is One, come to this side, Two to 

that side, Three to the side…  Your platoon officers will come to address you. 

 

“Winch! Ashawo! Come here! Are you going to your boyfriend’s house? For your 

information ladies, make-up is not allowed on the parade. No jewelry, bangles, 

wristwatch, chains and also no lipstick; come with it and you will kiss the ground 

with your lips. I know some of you are here to find husbands but let me catch you 

with makeups, you go regret am that day,” she warned sternly– the same lioness 

who had accosted Lawal, myself and few others on our way from the hostel. 
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Each platoon had four officers assigned to them. Our platoon, Platoon 7 had 

the lioness alongside a male soldier, a man-o-war trainer and a NYSC official –  the 

man who issued my uniform. 
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~ O  B S ~ 

 

 

e joined the Orientation Broadcasting Service that same day before 

Auntie Maggie, the Public Relations Officer of NYSC Gombe 

announced on the parade ground the morning after, after mediation 

that vacancies existed. 

We –  Lawal and I –  met Kalu and the two other fellows from the state’s 

Publicity Community Development Service. As we were later told, the NYSC has 

four cardinal points: The orientation camp is the first phase, the place of primary 

assignment (PPA) the second, community development service (CDS) the third 

and the skill acquisition and entrepreneurial development phase (SAED) the 

fourth. 

Linda also joined the OBS crew. When I met her again, I felt a tug in my 

crotch. I think she felt something too. We avoided ourselves like two mutual 

admirers avoiding an expression of their passion for each other, which seemed the 

case after all. 

She made announcements on the parade ground after morning meditation: 

recovered items– identity cards, caps, belts, tags, money, wallets, purses, phones, 

others. 

 

“I like that Aluta parrot girl. Very outspoken,” Chudi remarked the next time we 

met –  while filing our details in a ledger with thick cover called the book of life. 

“What is her name?” he asked. 

“I refuse to give expo. Men are supposed to be brave. Approach her yourself,” 

I grinned. 

“Ah, shior! Abi, you have started seeing vision ni?” 

“Na you sabi.” 

Linda was almost made the number one at OBS but perhaps fluke or 

competence or because the Publicity Community Development Service Executive 

Committee members were largely male, I was made the Studio Manager, the 

number one position in OBS while she was made my assistant. 

Without formally doing so, we divided the duties amongst ourselves. I oversaw 

all in-house issues and studio contents: news coverage of happenings in camp, 

W 
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interviews, programs, technical and sounds, others, while she oversaw outdoor 

events: announcements on parade ground, decoration and arrangement of the hall 

for events, others. We worked together and emotional feelings grew roots in me 

but I knew Maami wouldn’t stand someone from a different tribe. I wasn’t ready 

to date anyone I wouldn’t marry so I kept the emotions checked. We avoided each 

other’s gaze and talked in monosyllables in unavoidable cases –  all strictly work-

related.  

Corper Chukwuka was right about OBS. Everybody wanted to join. After 

screening, ninety- five members in all were constituted, a potpourri of tribes and 

tongues. 

I hardly knew some members save my heads of department: news, programs, 

special duties, protocols, technical and sound, DJ, secretariat and others. 

The privileges of not joining the long queue of more than two thousand 

colleagues before being served meals, the privilege of being served even without 

meal ticket, and the immunity from parade under the merciless sun were enticing 

enough to make anyone join the OBS. We had an office too, full air-conditioned, 

about 14 inches by 14 inches, a separate rest room, and a studio with transmission 

equipment through which all ears in camp heard us, live and direct. 

Parade ground was an option for us, not a necessity. Curtains pulled down the 

window, we locked ourselves inside the Noah’s ark –  our transmission studio –

before the sun opened fire on the earth, immediately after transmitting A.M news, 

to later open the ark after evening parade. Once, soldiers came around ranting 

threats. We stiffened our bodies and made no noise but the whir of the ceiling fan 

gossiped we were in. They banged and banged and left when they were tired. We 

sighed in relief. We weren’t ready to die of stress or faint like the four ladies that 

slipped into unconsciousness on the parade ground on day 4. 

 

With the privileges came the uneasiness of the head that wears the crown. Lawal 

and I closed late at the OBS every day, after the last transmission for the day, after 

the evening showbiz, which was presented on platoon basis, after the technical 

guys might have left. 

Lawal was many things to me: bunkmate, platoon mate, a friend and utmost, 

my guide on camp. He spoke Hausa to the natives at the Mammy market where 

we bought most of our things and got the prices of items considerably reduced. I 

soon learnt basic greetings from him, like Ina kwana–  good morning, lafia kalau –  

very fine. He tried to teach me more but my brain just always bounced back the 

language. He was in the technical department, where his chest was needed to carry 

speakers. We would not retire to the hostel until minutes after the bugle had 

sounded for light out. Our friendship blossomed for many reasons. Perhaps, also 

because our names were a letter apart: LAWAL(E). 
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Redeployment forms flew around after a week in camp. A lot of people applied 

for a change of state for the rest of the service year. There were many reasons why 

many never wanted Gombe asides the dread of bomb blasts. From the vox-pop 

we ran, many wanted states like Lagos, Abuja, Rivers or any of the oil-producing 

states with high internally generated revenue. It was common knowledge that 

those states paid Corpers meaty state allowances of up to twenty thousand naira 

monthly as against the one thousand naira the Northern states paid. 

We soon got used to hearing the State Coordinator declare every morning: 

“Gombe state is a very peaceful place. Very calm. You will enjoy it. We are the 

Jewel in the Savannah. We have beautiful girls. But unlike Nasarawa, our governor 

has not said if you marry a lady from Gombe you will get job. But we are working 

on that. Just prepare your minds and be ready to go to Gombe and watch out for 

our succulent ladies too, so that you will not be caught unawares should our 

Governor announce the ‘big offer’.” 

Before the end of camp, we would sing along with him once he started 

“Gombe state is a very peaceful place… ” 

“Ask God. He will tell you where to go. Don’t leave where you are a king for 

where you will be treated like a servant,” was the anthem of the NCCF all through 

her meetings. All weapons of propaganda and persuasion, the communication to 

influence choice were deployed: drama, special ministrations, and sermons. 

“Did you hear what that Zacchaeus guy said at the Church?” Lawal asked after 

the second Sunday service. 

“You mean the President or Papa?” I inquired. 

“Whatever!” 

“He said many things.” 

“The one about asking God whether to go to Gombe or not.” 

“Yeah. You got qualms with that?” 

“Not really but this feofle are always getting it wrong. Discretion is knowing 

when to ask God and when to ask Google. Ask Google about Gombe and you’ll 

see the many reasons why no Corfer should go there.” 

I laughed my ribs out. Hilarious but yet serious! 

We both applied. Going to Gombe, a state beside the Sambisa headquarters of 

the dreaded Boko Haram terrorist sect in Maiduguri was suicidal. So, I stated 

insecurity as redeployment reason. 

Pregnant women, married men, women and fellows with chronic ailments had 

automatic qualification for redeployment on providing a proof, even if it is faked 

doctor’s report or a forged marriage certificate. 
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~ Pa-ran-ran-ran-ran! ~ 
 

 

ife on camp during the day was a contrast to activities at night. Gross 

indiscipline flew around under the cloak of darkness, even by those who 

were constituted to hold us accountable for our character. It confuses to 

see people say something and do otherwise, especially under the cover of dark. 

We heard them one of those nights on our way to the hostel. Those big 

brothers. Lawal and I were pressed so we branched by a nearby bush to deliver 

ourselves of our pregnant bladders. The darkness was thick all over. No moon in 

sight. Silence reigned like a graveyard. We could only hear the hissing sound of 

our urea watering the shrubby weeds on the soil. 

“Why they never give them CD? My guy for Ondo state said they gave them 

since last week,” we heard from the chinks in the bush and held our urea. They 

were speaking pidgin. 

“Abi now, this people they dull person now. That babe even they beg for’am 

yestaday for under that tree.” It was another voice. It sounded like Fight Lion’s. 

Like incense rising into the sky, ribbons of smoke rose up from the point. The 

unmistakable whiff of weed brushed my nose exhuming memories of Mushin. 

Lawal held a cough with his right palm; his left hand seized his titration tube to 

hold back urea. 

“Why you no com do am.” 

“Show? No protection now! I know wetin dey her body?” 

“And camp fire night be this Friday. Guys, wetin we go do?” 

“I get one idea.” 

Lawal involuntarily broke into his hoarse, throaty ritual and noisily spat a gob 

of phlegm on the ground. 

“Who dey there?” 

We ran with our mouths open till we were on our bunks, panting and gasping 

for breath like frightened dogs at the approaching footsteps of a cheetah. 

 

The taps in the hostels slouched water once in a blue moon. Water was as rare as 

hen’s teeth in camp. While others snored, Lawal and I would wake up at 2am to 

fetch a bucket of water each from the reservoir at the far side of the gated 

L 
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entrance, forty minutes’ walk to-and- fro hostel. To wait till 4am was to join 

another long queue or buy a bucket of water for one hundred naira from teenage 

natives in the Mammy market who also pressed clothes with charcoal iron since 

electric pressing irons were not allowed. For a fee of course; one hundred naira 

for a pair. 

On the morning after camp fire night, I got up for morning water fetching 

ritual as usual. Lawal had economized his bath water the previous night to use the 

remnant that morning so I went alone. I walked sleepily past the Mammy. Snores 

of traders croaked in the silent dark dawn like frogs.’ Some of them passed the 

night on bamboo beds in their tarpaulin tents, a wide plank barricading the gaping 

entrance. 

I ambled behind the akanmu and kose shed of Hajia Binta and heard soft 

moans. Hajia Binta came from town daily with her ten kids to sell hot pap and 

fried baked beans. 

“Gently sir. It hurts. Too big,” a female voice broke sensuously in between 

groans of painful pleasure, her voice whispery and leery. Lawal had told me of the 

many escapades of the big brothers–  as we called the soldiers –  and female 

Corpers but I never believed him. I thought it was only rampant among us 

Corpers. I increased my pace and walked urgently to the reservoir. 

The tap slouched water into my bucket. My torch flashed light below the 

scaffolding which the reservoir rested on. I saw litters of used CD packs; 

transparent rubbers all wet with splurge of milk. My bucket full, I turned to the 

hostel avoiding the place of coitus at the Mammy for an alternative route –  in 

front of the mosque. I decided to rather focus on the fun aspects of camp life that 

appealed to me. 

 

Camp was fun, the inter-platoon games, cooking competition. The height of fun 

for me was the Man-O-War drills and the early morning jogs that were spiced up 

with melodious call-and-response songs –  sometimes funny, sometimes ridiculous 

and sometimes meaningless. The man-o-war officers called, we responded: 

Call:  Na who go taya? 

Response:  Na you go taya! 

 

Call:  If Kopa marry Kopa? 

Response:  They go born mumu! 

 

Call:  Moral! 

Response:  High! 

 

Call:  Sesekuse 

Response:  Sesekuse 
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Call:  Sesenamingo 

Response:  Sesenamingo 

Call:  Nammingo kainkain 

Response:  Nammingo kainkain 

 

Call:  HIV? 

Response:  For your body! 

Call:  Dollar? 

Response:  For my body! 

 

 Day 18 

The undertones of freedom at last was loud in our hearts but with it came the 

mixed feelings of wanting camp to outstretch further than the twenty-one days. 

The soldiers no longer barked at us; they laughed more and loyally like a dog 

would to its master, even Fight Lion. We flanked them in poses for pictures. They 

were coconuts after all; hard exteriors with soft hearts. 

Bonds had already been formed: tribal bonds, religious bonds, recreational 

bonds, and of course emotional ties. 

More like an ancient communal market, the Mammy market, the economic 

capital of the camp sat on a cleared land of about six plots. Around the poplar tree 

in the center are makeshift tents built of Bamboo poles, palm fronds roofs and 

tarpaulin enclosures. Generating sets whined from dawn to dusk, and even many 

hours after the Muezzin’s call for salat’ul Ishai was heard through the Ahuja 

speaker on the dome of the mosque. 

Everything on camp cost twice as much its worth outside. But Lawal made 

sure I bought items at fair fares. I bought conservatively; spending shrewdly on 

what mattered. Sachet water mostly, that the heat always boiled before evening. 

Lawal would speak Hausa to the natives, all with Sun-burnt skins. They would 

smile at consanguinity and sell an item for a reduced price. Tidbits from rumour 

radio had it that things were expensive because the traders contributed 

significantly to the internally generated revenue of the state’s NYSC; with permit 

fee of five thousand naira per trader. 

“Mammy market,” as the old bugle man later recounted, “dates back to 1959. 

Mrs. Mammy Ochefu, the wife of late Col. Anthony Ochefu who served as 

Military Governor of the defunct East Central State in old Nigeria sold gruel, you 

know, kunu drink in the barracks then. Many soldiers patronized her. And then 

one day, a warrant officer observed that her kunu was attracting flies to the 

barracks and so directed her to stop the business. She did, at least until a senior 

officer sent for her kunu drink. Told that she had stopped selling kunu because of 

the directive of the warrant officer, the senior officer ordered that a special 

location be cleared for her to continue the trade. She was given a new site in the 
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barracks. Other women in the barrack soon joined her; they traded in other items 

and the place soon became famous as Mammy market. As for the original Mrs. 

Mammy, she is still alive in Otukpo, near river Benue.” 

 

We were at Hajia Zainab’s shed, beside Amadu’s tent, the trader who sold 

embroidered caftans and woolen caps seeping from a brown calabash filled with 

Fura da nono, the fermented cow milk speckled with cooked pounded sorghum or 

millet when it started. 

eh eh eh eh yawa go dey! 

if alawee no dey yawa go dey! 

if alawee no dey yawa go dey! 

if alawee no show, no to Gombe! 

 

They were singing and drumming and playing trumpets with their mouths. 

Protesters. We could hear them but couldn’t see them. I looked at Lawal, who 

looked right back at me. We asked Linda to excuse us, then, ran to the male hostel 

where the sound resonated from. Our fellow corp members were protesting the 

non-payment of our allowance, our alawee. I needed alawee. I needed to send 

money home to Maami. The little I left would have finished, not with the 

transportation cost to her newly found church. Iya Abigeli and Bros Musibau both 

had accounts I could credit the money in and be sure they would deliver it to her 

in full. 

I still could not reach Maami. I had called Iya Abigeli the night of day 1 in 

camp, around 10pm, just after the light out bugle. Sure she was back from the 

day’s hustle and bustle. But she said she had relocated that same day I left Lagos. 

Bros Musibau’s phone was perpetually switched off. I was worried. But Maami 

came that night, every night thereafter too. I would see her in her usual pose: 

wrapper fasten around her lithe body, a little above her flabby breast. She 

wouldn’t talk but her facial expression passed the message. The first night I saw 

her, she smiled, so I knew all was well. But she frowned when she came yesterday. 

The song was more audible on approaching the hostel: 

eh eh eh eh yawa go dey! 

if alawee no dey yawa go dey! 

if alawee no dey yawa go dey! 

if alawee no show, no to Gombe! 

 

We threw ourselves in the frenzy, singing and dancing. It reminded me of 

Student Union days back at my alma mater, the Lagos State University. We were 

soon lost in the excitement and danced a bit. 

Then, they came. 
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“Come here all of una. Ya fada! I say come here, all of you! Oya ben’ down! 

Aluta for camp? With who? Shege! Banza! Bludy Giraduates! God punish all of 

you,” Fight Lion cursed. He and ten others whipped us to a pulp. They ordered us 

to put on our seven over seven. We slept fully kitted and though our bodies 

ached, we smiled as our message had been sent: We want our first alawee here in 

camp. Since friends in other states said they had been paid. 

The next morning, I woke up with itchy eyes full of sublime motes to find 

powdery grits of dust coat my body. The khaki had helped cover up my body save 

my head and face. Lawal later informed me that a sandstorm had raged through 

the night. 

“Erm, good morning this morning gentlemen Corp members,” the state 

coordinator said sharply later on the parade ground. 

We faked a minute silence. 

“If you like, don’t answer me. I know some of you are Aluta boys from your 

mother’s womb. And my informants just told me you are forming Aluta in this 

camp. Let me warn you very well before these soldiers break your heads. To be 

forewarned is to be forearmed. I have said it many times. We will pay your alawee 

but I don’t know when. It will come like a thief in the night. Don’t go and make 

any wahala, any trouble for yourself. You kunkun know my soldiers take no-

nonsense. You have just three days more here. You better behave yourselves 

before they break your head. I have said my own o.” 

“Prey Prey Shun!” the parade commander called, as was custom, before and 

after every address. 

We stiffened our bodies; legs clasped together, and stamped our feet on the 

soil, firmly. 

“Stand easssy!” he commanded and we relaxed our composure. 

“Dismissed!” The RSM ordered. 

We dispersed to available shades: the Mammy, the hostel, OBS studio, the hall, 

the mosque, under the oak tree in the middle of the camp where bank marketers 

had based to have us open accounts with them –  to receive alawee. Cash payment 

was only for the first month, alawee for the next eleven months were to be 

remitted monthly into our various bank accounts. 

Maami still frowned when she came that night. I dialed Bros Musibau’s line. 

Switched-off. 

 

I cultivated a friendship with the bugle-blower. To extend our closeness, I invited 

him to the studio for an interview. He came after evening parade. He sat opposite 

us at a big rectangular table in the studio. ‘Us’ being myself, Linda, Lawal and 

Usman, one of the sound technicians, across the big rectangular table of the 

studio. His shoulder stooped, cemented and arched by age. His face was a sheet of 
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wrinkles. He had squinty eyes while his forehead had zigzagged lines with deep 

forklike spaces in between them. Those eyes had seen several wars. 

“I’ll be retiring next year,” he disclosed in a private chat after the pretentious 

interview with him as the eldest soldier in camp. He came with his bugle. I asked 

to hear what the alawee alert sounded like. He did not hesitate. He dipped the 

bugle into his mouth, his cheeks pumped up like an inflated balloon, his muscles 

bulged out of his neck. He blew it just once: “Pa- ran-ran-ran-ran!” 

Lawal’s phone was a hi- tech phone. I played it repeatedly there after using an 

earpiece; there were four rans. Slightly different from the others –  a pentameter of 

five metrical tones with long sustain at the end. 

 

           Pa-ran-ran-ran-ran! 

 I heard it. 

It was the Sunday afternoon before passing out parade which was a Monday. 

Blown around lunchtime, fellows must have confused it for the lunch alert. 

“Pa-ran-ran-ran-ran!” It sounded again, more definitely. 

“Alawee! Alawee!” I shouted excitedly in the studio. 

We rushed out of the studio like the building was about to crumble leaving the 

door ajar with reckless abandon. 

“Pa- ran-ran-ran-ran!” the bugle bleated the third and last time. 

The OBS studio was not far from the accounts office across the football pitch. 

The pitch was unusually empty that afternoon. No kissing, fondling or smooching 

under the spectators’ roof. Perhaps because it was a Sunday and there was no 

parade as most of us did laundry and were neck-deep in preparatory arrangements 

to leave camp the next day. 

 

Earlier that morning, in the multipurpose hall improvised as church for the three 

Sundays in camp, the firebrand preacher had made a special kind of call after the 

altar call. 

“If you are here and you forged marriage certificates or doctor’s report that 

you have an ailment, please come out for me to pray for you before that faked 

illness becomes permanent in your life.” 

The holy air in the hall must have melted their hearts or maybe, fear. I saw the 

state coordinator part his mouth in a big O as two reluctant fellows walked to the 

improvised altar, the raised platform in front of the hall. 

“You better come forward now before the period of grace is over.” His tone 

more cathedral. “That forged marriage certificate may be the only one you will 

have in your entire life.” 

Scores of fellows trouped out. 
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“I know you youths don’t joke with marriage.” His face was awash with 

delight. “I am still waiting for more. There are still over two hundred people in the 

congregation who forged one certificate or the other to apply for redeployments. 

“Jesus of Nazareth!” a lady exclaimed from the back. 

“I will count one to ten after which I will pray for these one. One, two.… ten! 

Kneel down let’s pray,” the guest preacher said and launched into a spit- fire 

deliverance session. 

I began to wonder if the cleansed sins of those ones had paved the way for our 

alawee. 

 

The nine OBS colleagues before me on the queue had their nineteen thousand, 

eight hundred naira. Linda had hers too. Lawal and Usman grinned sheepishly as 

they counted the notes. The denominations were heavy with dirt imprints: sweaty 

palms and fingerprints smears like it had gone seven times round the one hundred 

and seventy million citizens of Nigeria. Dirty or not, it didn’t matter. Money is 

never too ugly or smelly. 

They left–  to break the news –  and I stepped forward before the bald cashier. 

He tilted his hairless scalp close to me and whispered into my left ear. 

 

“Good afternoon Jewel Corpers. Here is OBS breaking news.” Linda’s voice 

broke from the small speaker that hung above the lintel in the accounts office to 

interrupt him. “Alawee at last! The much-awaited alawee has just arrived. We just 

confirmed the payment. Go grab yours. Thanks.” Soft musicals replaced her 

voice. 

Quickly, we came out of the office –  I and the bald cashier –  before the 

surging crowd mobbed the tiny office. He twisted the lock sharply and threw the 

key on top of the roof. 

The whole camp erupted like scattered dust troubled by whirlwind. Colleagues 

on their ways to the kitchen threw off food flasks and meal tickets and raced to 

the accounts office. Those in the hostels flooded out like water from a broken 

dam, curiosity and excitement playing on their faces. They ran like they were in a 

race. 

The cashier was prepared for the moment. He gallantly posed outside on the 

field in front of the office, a mobile public address system in his hand. He raised it 

to his mouth when he was satisfied with the crowd and said: “Alawee is ready but 

the vehicle bringing it is still on its way down here.” 

They waited till dusk and retired to the hostel minutes before I heard the light 

out bugle. Lying with my back on the moth- infested bed on the top bunk above 

Lawal, I nodded pitifully and replayed his whispery voice in the chambers of my 

soul: 
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“The truth is that those nine guys are just lucky. Every other person will have 

to come to Gombe for it. If we don’t do that, all of you will not come. I just told 

you because you are OBS and very responsible. This must not leak out. But I can 

collect it for you and send it to you if you still want to redeploy. In fact, if you 

agree, you can even go back to your state and go and be enjoying and you will get 

your twelve months alawee, with your certificate too at the end like everyone else 

–  just fifty percent commission for me from every month’s allowance. Eh, what 

do you say?” 

He told me because I am very responsible? Am I the only very responsible Corper here? I 

thought and shrugged. I was filled with regret. I wondered why I had acted the 

boss and let the nine fellows collect before me? I needed to send money to 

Maami. 

From a distance came the hooting of owls, the mews of cats, the quavering 

trills of crickets, the deep husky moos of Fulani cows and the swoops of bats 

flapping serrated wings in the sinister night. A mosquito sang around my left ear, 

outside the insecticide treated net. I closed my eyes and allowed my mind to grow 

wings, to soar to Gombe. 

That night, I saw Maami in her usual pose at the door post: wrapper fasten 

around her lithe body, a little above her flabby breast. She was smiling and urging. 

This time, she spoke: 

“My son, go. The Eleda of your father, my husband has gone before you. Go!” 
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~ Al-Majiris ~ 
 

 

ooking from the windows as the bus raced, I overfed myself with crispy 

visual meals of nature. Adorning the roadside from Jigawa through the 

kinky shrubs of Bauchi to Gombe were beautiful landscapes, amazing 

rock formations, ravishing mountains, exquisite valleys, plains, scintillating 

escarpments, lush green plantations and thousand rows of ridges on hectares of 

farmlands. I was trapped in adventure as the vehicle ate the distance like a 

carnivorous beast to my destination –  the Jewel in the Savannah. 

On approaching Gombe, a dry chilly breeze seeped into the pores of my skin 

through the wooly layers of my blue cardigan. We were warned from camp about 

the weather in Gombe at that time of the year, winter- like. I slid close the glass 

window beside me as the vehicle nosed into the city through the beautiful 

roundabout with a big white signboard in the middle. The inscription: Welcome to 

Gombe was etched on it in bold green prints. 

The vehicle zoomed past the state-owned media house. Breathtaking sights of 

sentinels –hillocks and mountains of different sizes and formations greeted us. 

After an eventful but strenuous three weeks of camp orientation, the next 

phases were Places of Primary Assignment (PPA) and Community Development 

Service (CDS) both allotted according to the discipline and specialization of each 

Corp member. 

 

Linda successfully redeployed to Lagos. Lawal to Kano, Chudi to Enugu, and 

forfeited the first alawee. My name came out too, on the redeployment list glued on 

the wall area at the back of the big hall. Going to Taraba, also, in the North-east –  

frying pan to fire. We saw it after the discharge ceremony. They were gone by that 

time, in the company of the soldiers, the state coordinator and his crew. Kalu and 

the two other senior Corpers from Gombe Publicity CDS left with Auntie 

Maggie, the state PRO. A handful of soldiers stayed back purposefully. It was the 

twenty- first day and the first phase of the noble scheme was over. 

“Where is our alawee! Where they put our alawee?” some corpers had ranted 

thereafter, enraged. 

L 
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The battle was lost already but I pretended I was in to avoid being labelled a 

betrayer, letting time slip till the vehicles arranged by the NCCF to commute 

interested Corpers to her Family House in Gombe showed up. 

“Fight Lion is coming!” a fellow screamed. 

Silence. No one ran. 

“The accounts wey una open for ya bank for under that tree,” Fight Lion said, 

pointing in the direction of the oak tree in the middle of the camp where banks 

sales representatives had congregated with account opening forms. His voice was 

unusually soft in a way that sought understanding. “Gombe no par, na for dere 

now.” I managed to understand that he meant ‘Gombe was not far and that we 

were close by.’ I looked at him. His rifle dangled downward from his left shoulder. 

He kissed his right fingers with his tongue counting “Na just pive hours. Pive 

hours and all of una don comot reach for Gombe. Sebi govament don giv una 

motor alawee? No be two thaasan dey give una dis mo’nin?” he asked rhetorically, 

his pitch rising from persuasion to sternness, his rifles totting forward, with that 

of eleven others. 

One after the other, we silently peopled the commercial vehicles waiting to 

convey us to Gombe, resigned to fate. 

Heeding Maami’s urge of going to Gombe was easy despite the redeployment 

to Taraba. 

“In case, you have a change of heart after seeing your state of redeployment, 

please there is still room to come back to Gombe. We will cancel the 

redeployment for you in less than one minute and you will continue as our bona 

fide Corpers,” the state coordinator had said in his drowsy tone during our 

passing out parade. 

 

A herd of young boys, not yet teens, all tattered- looking and disheveled moved 

like colony of bees along the road. Their cracked soles shuffled comfortably on 

the hot asphalt, their brown sun-bleached hairs tangled into knots on their head. 

Flies flitted over them like unattended sores gone rotten. The flies feasted on the 

plastic bowls in their hands. The bowls, with dry dirt crust of like two weeks 

bobbed leftover Tuwo shinkafa from a generous roadside food- seller who would 

rather indulge in charity than allow it go rancid before the next day. 

They clustered round our vehicle just as it slowed down and branched off the 

highway to zoom under an overhead horizontal billboard with “Welcome to 

Federal Low-cost Housing Estate, Gombe State.” 

They poked their heads and hands inside the bus. A female Corper threw a 

half- eaten gala far outside and quickly slid close the window by her side. They 

scrambled for it and made way for our vehicle. 

“Almajiris; shame of the North,” the female Corper hissed. 
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~ Family House ~ 

 

 

he vehicle lumbered along the well- laid asphalt as though suddenly tired 

and halted in front of a butter-colored gate, few meters from Gombe 

Maximum prison. We stepped down into the soothingly cold atmosphere, 

shivering slightly to see colleagues alight from twelve other buses. 

A lady, fully clad from crown to sole like a person in winter, half-opened the 

wicket gate and leaned out in a peep; her legs visibly inside, her head outside. 

“Hey, our brothers and sisters have come o!” she announced spiritedly, calling 

on others inside. 

“Praise God o! They are here o!” Another voice echoed. 

“Halleluyah o!” A tiny one chirped from a distance. 

The compound, compact with buildings of varying sizes, mostly bungalows, all 

littered closely on about five plots of land was agog when we stepped in. An air of 

piety hovered over the buildings. It was invisible but palpably similar to what I felt 

the two times I stepped into the chapel area at Lagos Varsity, the kind of feeling 

that transposes one to a familiar but unknown realm, a soulish planet. 

Shades of faces with wide grins greeted us. I stopped counting the numbers of 

handshakes when it reached thirty –  firm, long, warm handshakes that resisted 

separation until the next person comes chattering affably: “How was the journey? 

How was camp? Did you enjoy it? You are home away from home. Relax. Gombe 

is safe. I have been here for seven months and Gombe has been God of My 

Beautiful E xperience. I will take you round later when you finish resting ehn. You are 

welcome.” 

They helped us lift our trolleys, gender to gender. “Don’t worry; let me help 

you with this. You must be tired.” Their faces were radiant with smiles, the kind 

of smile a child wears to meet his parents after a long absence. 

Welcome Home, Marvelous Generation confronted my gaze; cased in chalked 

elegantly coiffed writing on a black board. The board, worn by age and weather 

flaked off scales of plywood. I would later know it was the general notice board. 

Kalu squirmed out of the crowd and headed in my direction smiling 

sheepishly, showcasing his gap- toothed top incisors. We embraced each other in a 

tight hug. 

T 
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“Bala, this is ’Lawale my man, future president of publicity CDS. Please take 

him to my room. I want to quickly sort out some things,” he said to the fellow 

who helped with my trolley. 

Future president? Does being a studio manager at OBS automatically qualify one as 

publicity president? I wondered as I walked behind Bala. Bala, tall and lanky with 

cheeks permanently hollow with dimples even when he wasn’t smiling was a Batch 

B Corper like Kalu. We walked into the bungalow by the left, our shoulders 

brushing through bodies in the busy crowd. 

We eased into the lobby. Four fellows in boxer’s shorts with faces generous 

with smiles greeted me. “Welcome home away from home.” 

They all held one or two crumpled clothes waiting to take turns from a fellow 

pressing a blue shirt with an electric iron on a table high to his waist. 

“This is Oldie’s bed,” Bala said with an indulgent grin. Kalu had already told 

us some things about the dog, Oldie. The NCCF delegates on camp also flashed 

its picture through the projector during one of her persuasive presentation slides 

about the ‘Wonders in Gombe’. Oldie was christened the name to show it was 

older than any of the house-dwellers. Brought into the house since 1991, the dog 

looked frail and distraught from age. It squirmed weakly into the lobby wagging its 

yellowish- furred tail to settle on its flies-covered bed –  a slim mattress folded into 

two, with bedspread like a proper human’s. 

“This is male Bashiga’s notice board,” Bala said just as Oldie squatted on its 

bed nibbling on a stainless plate of fresh fried rice and fried meat. Bashiga is a 

Hausa word that translates directly as ‘don’t-enter’ but which literally means 

‘private place or hostel’. Colored pins tacked sheets of paper on a wooden board 

beside a standing mirror. The papers must have been white before humidity 

sucked and decolorized them. I nodded uninterestingly. I needed warmth, to 

defrost. 

“This is our ten commandments here in Family House.” He pointed to a paper 

swaying at the bottom. “It’s the dos and don’ts here. You can read it; I will wait till 

you are done.” He turned to chat with one of the guys waiting to press their 

clothes –  a dark, tall, broad-chested fellow with firmly tight packs whom he hailed 

as Mr. Macho. Kalu said he recently opened a car wash with his alawee reserve. I 

smiled at his discretion, at his wisdom to commercialize his bulge of muscles. 

The thought of the ten commandments of Moses from Mount Sinai came to 

mind. I stood before the board shivering, hands clasped under my armpit. The 

cold got my teeth vibrating. 
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TEN COMMANDMENTS OF THE FAMILY HOUSE 

1. Communication in other languages except English in the house is not allowed. 

2. Visitors to the Family House, especially those who wish to stay overnight, are to 

register with the landlord. 

3. Such visitors as stated in No 2 are expected to intimate the landlord and hand-over 

any secretariat property at his disposal before leaving. 

4. Putting on trousers and wrappers by sisters in the premises is not allowed.  

5. On no account should anybody take any property belonging to NCCF out of the Family 

House. 

6. All residents of the Family House are expected to be in bed latest by 11pm. 

7. Every occupant of the house is expected to attend NCCF fellowship services. 

8. Entry into the kitchen store house without the permission of the sisters’ coordinator 

is prohibited. 

9. Indiscriminate and unrestrained invitation of visitors (boyfriends and girlfriends) to 

the Family House by occupants will not be tolerated. Please note this law excludes all men and 

women of good will. 

10. All these rules and regulations clearly stated are binding on all residents and visitors 

to the Family House. 
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~ Pamper The Flesh! ~ 
 

 

nstead of the bugle, the bell alert foreran every activity in the Family House. 

“Gbagaun, gbagaun,” the school- size bell chimed intermixed with a deep 

baritone voice that said “Otondo, food is ready, food is ready!” in singsong 

manner, “Come to Mama’s kitchen with your flasks now. It is better eaten hot!” 

Mama was the title given to the sisters’ coordinator of the fellowship. The 

kitchen in the family house was generally regarded as her abode where she was 

lord above everyone else except Papa, the President of the Fellowship and Uncle, 

the secretary. We trouped to her kitchen through the other exit door by the right 

corridor. A spiral queue had formed up in the kitchen area at the backyard when I 

got there. 

“This is NYSC season two o! Regimented life continues!” a fellow on the 

queue commented loudly. I felt he was lousy to have said that, when he was not 

compelled to sleep over at the Family House of the Nigeria Christian Corpers’ 

Fellowship till the next morning. In which case he could have found his way to 

the Local Government where he was posted to serve in a community school. No 

one paid him any heed and silence soon engulfed us all. 

Dusk enveloped the stuffy and chatty compound. 

“Pamper the flesh! Otondo, your boiled egg is here! Pamper the flesh! The 

meat might not be enough. Pamper the flesh!” A short lady with skin color that of 

mud or something like that beckoned loudly, slightly tilting a bowl crammed with 

mud-colored eggs for our view on the queue. 

Peals of laughter resonated at her funny advert. 

“Pamper the flesh indeed,” I muttered almost tempted to buy one. 

“Brother, you can buy now. It’s just thirty naira for one.” She had an 

irresistible smile. 

“But I don’t like boiled eggs,” I said in a final attempt to avoid her charm. 

“You can buy for your friends and your new roommates,” she pestered, an 

indulgent smile plastered on her face. “That’s the family spirit.”  

“Okay, bring two but I don’t have money on me here.” 

“I can come to your window later. What’s your name?” 

“’Lawale.” 

“Fine name. Brother ’Lawale. I am Bola.” 

I 
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It was my turn. 

Two ladies with sweaty faces and tightly tied scarves around their heads 

scooped dinner of fried rice and fried- to-golden-brown meat the size of SIM card, 

miniature, flat and fairly rectangular from large basins, like was done on camp. 

I looked for signs of maturity among the two of them–  to find out who Mama 

was. It wasn’t much of a successful exercise. 

Coming back from the kitchen area into the male Bashiga through the middle 

door, I saw plastic name tags atop the lintel of the rooms: Grace room, Power room, 

Mercy room, Glory room, Faith room, Joy room, Meekness room, Love room…  

I thought of the meat and could tell Bola was right. A guest has less option 

after all. “Otondos are entitled to free breakfast and dinner for two weeks before 

being asked to pay for monthly food subscription; the gesture is part of the 

welcome ritual for Otondos in this house,” Kalu later explained. 

Few minutes later, in the room, while peeling the shell off the eggs, I heard 

someone call my name in a loud and resonant voice. I thought the world was 

crashing or I had done something criminal and the whole world was looking for 

me because I had just been declared wanted. 

“’Brother ‘Lawale!” Bola’s loud voice invaded Favor room where I was, 

through the netted opening of the sliding window. It stung my eardrums. I rushed 

to find the funds to settle my debt before Madam Big Voice would do something 

sinister! 
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~ Wake Up,  Rise Up,  Let’ s Goooo! ~ 
 

 

avor room was one of the fourteen rooms that formed the male Bashiga, an 

enclosed U- shaped building with four combined bathrooms and toilet and 

a stand-alone bathroom. Inside the U enclosure was a satellite decoder and 

a TV set that both sat on a wooden elevation terribly bitten by woodpeckers. As I 

would later know, the TV point served multiple purposes: aside a viewing center 

where male house-dwellers watched the English Premier League, La- liga, Seria A 

and Bundesliga football matches, the TV point was also an argument joint; game 

palace –  Ludo, card games, Scrabble amongst other recreational and relaxation 

functions. It also hosted Bashiga meetings every second Saturday of the month 

following the combined family meetings held every first Saturday of a new month.  

I was resting when Kalu came in with Lawal. I was taken aback. I had thought 

he redeployed to Kano to help his aging father on the farm as he had told me. 

“Gaskiya, por road I turn back. I have stayed in Kano all my life. Kano is not 

par and we are not in flanting season yet. I can always go to Kano and come back 

when flanting season comes. Babana zai samu lafiya –  My father will be fine,” he 

explained in his speech manner with that endearing interchanges sound p for f that 

I was quickly getting used to. 

 

I lay with my back on the tattered wafer- thin mattress courting the moon all 

through that cold night, shivering and puffing cloudy steam from my mouth. 

Maami didn’t come that night. 

My eyes roved round the room with my torch phone on picking its most 

singular details for the first time. Favor room was favored with Ghana-must-go 

bags, trolleys, luggage and nylon bags that housed personal effects. Six bedbug-

infested beds were closely arranged to accommodate eight able-bodied adults. An 

unusual irritation seized me: the sweaty smears of bodies rubbing onto another, 

side-by- side, like in canned sardines; the rhythmic snores, croaky like frogs’ that 

could wake a corpse when placed closed to one and the nose- to-nose breathing 

that made me thought of contracting air-borne diseases. My thoughts darted to a 

neighbor in Mushin –  Iya Chikodi and her husband with their ten grown-ups 

cramped in their one room rented boys quarter two doors away from ours. 

F 
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Gbagaun! Gbagaun! the bell ranged before the full disappearance of the moon, the 

lavender rays of dawn yet to touch the room. 

I checked my torch phone: 4:30a.m. I wondered what activity would take place 

that early. Though life on camp had taught me to wake even earlier, I wondered if 

life in the family house was truly NYSC Season Two like the rambunctious fellow 

described it at the kitchen? 

Lawal yawned dreamily, writhe his body and placed his left leg on me. I 

pushed it away. 

“Gbagaun! Gbagaun!” The bell jingled the second time accompanied by the 

familiar baritone voice. “It is time for morning devotioooon! Wake up! Rise up 

Let’s goooooo!” 

Kalu jerked awake and rushed out with a sachet of water and toothbrush, paste 

on. I closed my eyes pretending to be asleep. 

His colleagues, the other senior Corpers also rose hastily to their feet, 

accustomed to the tradition, stretched and got ready to leave the room. 

“’Lawale, Lawal, Chibuzo, Galadima… ” Kalu lightly tapped at us, when he 

came back into the room. 

Lawal grunted loudly. 

“Ina kwanan ku –  good morning all. Go and brush your teeth and let’s go to 

the chapel for morning devotion.” 

The door creaked and he was off. 

I heard the bell again some fifteen minutes later amidst hurried shuffling of 

feet and splattering of mouthwash in the gutter at the foyer. 

“Gbagaun! Gbagaun! Otondo, if you are still inside, you are wroooong! It is 

time for morning devotioooon! Wake up! Rise up! Dress up! Let’s go ooo! 

Gbagaun! Gbagaun! Otondo, sisters are waiting at the chapeeel!” 

At five minutes to 5a.m, the huge, well- framed time-keeper gave the doors a 

loud bang that thudded in my drowsy head.  

We hurried to the chapel, by the right side of the creamy entrance gate. Three 

sisters, all clad in full outwears as was in the Ten Commandments, took turn to 

scoop water into their buckets from an underground water reservoir. The 

reservoir had a concrete slab over it with a slit square opening. 

Echoes of Halleluiah choruses boomed out of two loudspeakers sweetly 

waving feathery sounds in the air. The lady who led the praises was dressed in a 

long, white caftan. She had a similar physique with Linda. She also called down 

holies of holies with her nightingale voice from where she stood by the pulpit in 

the nave of the altar, drum-set blasting, lead and bass guitars strumming 

harmoniously behind her, and the keyboardist doing his thing to the melodies of 

our heart. 
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The worship was cut short with the sermon delivered by the Papa of the 

house. 

“Gombe is your Nineveh, don’t be like Jonah on the road to Tarshish,” the 

Papa hammered spicing up his talk with few Bible verses. 

Lawal hissed all through the twenty minutes of the sermon. His face bore 

apparent indignation for the speaker. 

The Papa prayed that God would help us not to be like Jonah and drifted into 

the announcement which ought to be taken by the Uncle, the general secretary. 

“Staying here is free; we don’t collect accommodation fees in as much as you 

are a Christian Corper and you conform to our codes of conduct. The Ten 

commandment of the house is conspicuously pinned everywhere on the notice 

board.” 

“Gaskiya, na wa for this Zacchaeus guy!” Lawal scoffed. 

“As Otondos, you are entitled to free feeding of two weeks before you start 

paying for the monthly feeding subscription of five thousand naira. That is if you 

choose to stay here. We are a family so we eat from one pot; nothing like personal 

cooking. We serve breakfast and dinner only here; no lunch because of some 

reasons. Marvelous generation, you are the future of this great commission so I 

enjoin you to stay in this house. Look around and see the Glorified generation, the 

Batch Bs, they all have lodges at their PPAs but they choose to stay here to serve 

God, preach the Gospel and shine for Christ in the darkness of this North-East 

according to Matthew 28:18-20.” 

He shared direction tips of where and how to get vehicles to the ten other 

Local Governments in the state –  for those travelling to their PPAs, outside the 

capital. 

“Of course, we are in Gombe, the capital of Gombe. This particular place 

where we are in is called Buba Shongo, Federal Low-cost. If you don’t know 

where you are going, please know where you are coming from. Buba Shongo, 

Federal Low-Cost beside Nana Aisha Schools,” he emphasized matter of fact. 

Hand- in-hand, in an irregular circle, the family song ended the meeting: 

Do you love this family? 

I love this family of God 

So closely-knitted into one 

They have taken me into their hands 

I am so glad to be, a part of this great family 

Tell everyone you mean so much to me 

Everyone you mean so much to me 

We are heirs of the father 

We are joint heirs with the Son 

We are children 

Of the Kingdom 
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We are family 

We are one! 

 

Sparse pleasantries of morning greetings; Ina kwana, an tashi lafia? and the like 

followed. I rushed to my room, to catch a little more sleep. 

 

Scattered by the winds to different Local Governments as Place of Primary 

Assignments, we tightened ourselves in farewell hugs, handshakes and smiles that 

we knew might well be the last. The NCCF family house in Gombe Local 

Government, the capital of Gombe state was just a stop-over, a dispersal point to 

the other ten Local Governments. 

The bell chimed. 

Breakfast of mashed beans was skipped by most who were hurrying to PPAs 

in distant Local Governments: Funakaye, Billiri, Shogom, Kaltungo, Akko, 

Yamatu Deba…  It was a different thing to be posted to a place for PPA and 

another thing to be accepted or rejected. 

Beans makes me purge but I had less than a thousand Naira on me. I could 

not afford to splurge anyhow factoring transportation fare to my Place of Primary 

Assignment which Kalu said would cost me one-hundred-naira to-and- fro daily. 

“How many times do you serve beans in a week?” I asked. 

“Two times –  Mondays and Wednesdays at breakfast,” Kalu said, then went 

ahead to explain the meal timetable. “For dinner, Garri/Tuwo and Okra /Egusi 

on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays; White Rice/Jollof Rice/Fried Rice on 

Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays. And for breakfast, Spaghetti on 

Tuesdays and Fridays, Yam on Thursdays, Beans on Mondays and Wednesdays, 

Akara/Akamu on Saturdays and Bread on Sundays.” 

“I have butter. Do you mind bread?” he asked and didn’t wait for a response 

before saying “Let’s go.” He led me to Joy room, where he said the ‘Ark of Bread’ 

was. 

Back in Favor room munching the E l-nas bread Kalu paid for –  with his 

margarine, I tried Bros Musibau’s line. It rang for the umpteenth time with no 

response. I got impatient with my food and wolfed down what was left of the loaf 

and got set for my PPA, confident I wouldn’t be rejected. 
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~ Bleed ~ 
 

 

 reached for my luggage at the corner of the room where possessions were 

kept. I unlocked the lock and pried open the zipper to take my posting slip 

and NYSC ID card. My eyes strayed to the luggage beside. A big jotter the 

size of higher education rested on it. The cover carried the word BLEED in bold 

upper case. Curious, I flipped the pages. 

 

THE SWEET-TALKER GROOM | 2oth OCTOBER 2015 
When a man is head-over-heels over a lady, he employs all 
forms of persuasive tactics; communication to influence 
her choice of him over his rivals. 

He may lavish her with promises of buying her private 
jets just for her to accept his sugar-coated proposal. 
His family members and elders like the Asiwajus of this 
world may even talk to her convincingly. And she may 
consider him and accept him not because she is gullible 
or feeble but because she believes he has prospects. 

And then, they are married and alas! Reality suddenly 
dawns on her that she has been scammed. About six 
months into the union he hasn't fulfilled all the promises 
he had said he would meet just three months into the 
marriage. 

Perhaps he had said he would create bogus millions of 
jobs, reduce the pump price per liter of petrol to N50, 
ensure constant power supply, youth empowerment, 
strengthen the economy, make roads and make sure there 
is enough farm produce in the house amongst many 

I 
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promises. But he is not living up to expectation so she 
weeps her eyes out. 

Songs of lamentation become her melody day and 
night. She cries her throat hoarse but she knows she is 
helpless. She made her choice and should face her woes 
herself. She is bitter towards the husband because he 
coaxed her with the 'change' mantra. Because he 
overpromised and under-delivered. She is disappointed at 
her choice. 

Wait a minute, she has hope; of divorce only after 
four years of marriage. But the thoughts of her enduring 
and suffering for about three years more rows her heart 
with ridges of sadness. 

"Chai! There is God o!" she wails, waiting hastily 
for 2019. 
 
ACQUAINT WITH EARLY TRAVELLERS | 2oth 
SEPTEMBER 2015 
He thinks elders are old-fashioned therefore irrelevant in 
his decision-making. He thinks they belong to the stone-
age and he, jet age. He wants to live life his own way 
because it is his life. He thinks having them as 
mentors is a waste of time because they don't have an 
understanding of times and seasons. He tries to discover 
for himself what they had already discovered years ahead 
which he didn't know they know because he is far from 
them. Far because he thinks nothing good can come from 
their grey not knowing that those grey hairs are wealthy 
fluffs of wisdom bleached by rich experiences that offer 
invaluable solutions to life's complexities and challenges. 
He thinks they can't see better than he can because 
they squint to see, so he gives himself avoidable 
headaches because he won't seat with them; because he 
won't come close and let them hand him free of charge 
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their discoveries. He is oblivious that a strand of those 
greys maybe his savior out of the myriad challenges he 
faces in career, business, marriage, relationship... It is 
not his fault. He doesn't just know that they have been 
through all he is going through. He is ignorant that they 
are older, ailing patients admitted before him in this 
hospital called cosmos earth. He is bereft that they 
would understand how he feels should he nestle with them 
because they have felt the same way and found the way 
out, one he can tap insights and direction from. He 
doesn't know that with the aged is wisdom and length 
of days understanding. He doesn't know that he can do 
without mistakes if he learns from their mistakes.  It 
is not his fault. Don't blame him. It's youthful 
thinking. It's myopic understanding. 

 
  LESSONS FROM MY FATHER | 2oth AUGUST 2015 

Today, I remember my father. 
Barack Obama wrote . 

Legendary book! I'm writing mine too – lessons from my 
father. 

The best evaluation of issues might be one's personal 
experience. Dad (of blessed memory) was a trained 
mechanical engineer from Yaba College of Technology, 
Lagos who simply practiced as a Plumber. I don't know 
what influenced his choice and didn't ask before he went 
beyond. But I do know he was a Plumber with many 
apprentices. 

He was not an anyhow plumber; he was a plumber 
with class. He ran his outfit, Rufad Nigeria Limited 
immediately after graduation from school. 

If you have an idea of what Plumbers do, how they 
clear blocked waste lines and the attendant pungent smell 
they are exposed to every time on the job (though his 
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company made use of nose masks), then, you will know 
that the job is not bread and beans. But he was a 
plumber all his life. 

Well, the job might not be as classy as a bank work 
but it fetched him small cash that bought some cars, 
built some houses and enable him train his children. 

Pride is the senior brother of poverty. A lot of 
jobless youths out there will remain jobless and wretched 
because of pride. "I cannot do that type of job; it is 
too low to my standard," they make excuses all day long, 
loafing away than do a "dirty but noble" job that could 
fetch them cash. 

Dad, a young graduate in his early twenties saw the 
wealth in filth more than forty years ago and did not 
care who was going to mock him. He did know that 
buried in the so-called 'filthy ventures' are enormous 
treasures. After all, premium motor spirit is from crude, 
gold from ore. He knew that enough opportunities lie in 
business lines that people avoid because it is "filthy". 
He branded himself well enough that expatriates 
patronized his company. He even spoke like them (through 
his nose) once in a while before death snatched him from 
us a month to his 66th birthday in 2012. 

Dad cleared waste lines clogged with human excrete. 
And he lived an averagely okay life. At least, one that 
provided for his family. 

He is my hero. Youths, borrow a leaf from my Dad 
and stop the "this job is not up to my standard" thing. 
If it is noble, it is not ‘filthy’. Go do it! Now! 

 
  DANGERS OF PORNOGRAPHY | 2othJULY 2015 

A scan of the private lives of our youths will show you 
why most of us are not doing well in the line of 
productive reasoning. Check the phones, PCs, books, 
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magazines and other sources of information that an 
average youth busies himself or herself with and you 
won't be surprised why most of us are handicaps when 
it comes to inventions and innovations. Exposure to 
pornography has become a way of life for the average 
youth, even the so called pious ones. Pathetic. The 
consumption of these licentious materials not only 
corrupts their minds but also blinds their senses of 
result-oriented reasoning without their knowing. No 
wonder they come on social media and all they belch out 
is crap. They post, comment, share, tweet and retweet 
out of the stench abundance of their heart. They may 
think these materials are sexually relieving and so they 
could satisfy their sexual urge and release emotions 
through these contents without getting close to raw 
romance or sex. But the sad truth is that pornography 
is a virus, highly detrimental to mental health and a 
fast lane to poverty. Does Solomon the sage not say 
that out of the heart comes all the wealth of life? And 
that as a man thinks so he is? Porn is a pal to 
poverty. Sooner or later the former would induct the 
latter into its space. Porn is a mind-killer. It corrodes 
and erodes the good treasure deposits donated by your 
creator into your heart. Guard your heart with all 
diligence and protect from going corrupt, treasures like 
amazing ideas and strategic insights that the world 
needs to get better, to solve its endless strings of day-
to-day problems. On a final note, the way out is to 
back out. Solomon the wise says a person without self-
control is like a city broken without walls. For those 
tightly caught in the orgiastic claws of pornographic 
addiction and obsession, may the great God and deliverer 
liberate you, format your memory card and processor and 
ultimately renew your mind for mental productivity. You 
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also have a work to do if you are a victim. Delete 
those videos, photographs, others from your phone, PC 
etc. Tear and toss into the garbage that sexy 
magazine, newspaper, newsletter etc on your table. 
Discipline yourself from visiting those salacious sites. 
Use Google for great research instead.  God has His role 
to perform while you also have yours too. The world 
awaits the fine products of your amazingly fantastic 
thinking. You CAN: Conceive, Achieve and Nurture! 

 
BUSINESS IDEAS FROM ‘MR. NIGER DA’ | 2oth 
JUNE 2015 
Breeze swished in as the car rattled forward snailing in 
and out of potholes on the dust-covered road. I sat by 
the window gazing out into the greenery and scenery of 
Abeokuta. The calmness of the town even at noon was 
stunning, unlike the habitual noisiness of Lagos even at 
night. I like calm environments; it allows productive 
reflection. 

As the green-and-yellow painted cab surged forward, I 
decided to start a conversation with the lady in the 
front seat with the driver. 

"Doyin Majiyagbe. I'm a 300L student of Animal 
husbandry and breeding, Federal University of Agriculture, 
Olumo," she said when I asked to meet her. 

Strangely, her mention of animal husbandry and 
breeding reminded me of MR. NIGER DA in Biology 
while in secondary school. And because the serenity 
enhanced thinking, my brain clicked on how businesses 
can be strategically tailored towards the characteristics 
of living things according to Biology. 

We did the brainstorming together to the amazement 
of the driver and three other passengers and this was 
what we came out with: 
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M - Movement (Transportation) 
R - Respiration (Oxygen sales/ Inhaler production – for 
asthmatic patients) 
N - Nutrition (Agric; Farm produce, Food) 
I - Irritability (Comedy) 
G - Growth (Intellectual growth; Education) 
E - Excretion (Shit business) 
R - Reproduction (Health) 
D - Death (Casket making, undertaker services) 
A - Adaptability (Following Trends) 
These nine sectors are money-spinners. Why? They solve 
problems that are indispensable, that are characteristic 
of every human being. 
 

“’Lawale! ’Lawale! What got your eyes stuck there?” Lawal voiced. 

“Ehn, ehn!” 

“Ehn! Would you not go to your FiiFii-E?” 

“My PPA? Yes, I will, but you need to see something here.” 

“I’m not interested now ; maybe later.” 

“After you know your fate, abi?” 

“I know I will be accefted but let me go and conpirm.” 

“Oh, acceptance fever.” 

“Na you sabi. Should I wait por you? Kalu said Gombe Media Corferation and 

your Ministry of Inpormation are in the same comflex close to Tunpure.” 

“Yes, so he said. Give me few minutes. Let me wear my jungle boot.” 

“You people haven’t gone?” Kalu came in and said. 

“About to,” Lawal replied. 

“You people have started ultimate- searching my things abi?” Kalu asked, 

smiling. 

“Which of your things?” 

“Lawal, sure you know diaries are personal stuff.” 

“Oh, you have interesting stuff in there, bro,” I said and we all smiled. 

“Don’t do that again, Otondo? Is that taken?” 

“Yes sir,” I said firmly with a mock salute, stamping my booted legs on the 

carpeted floor of the room. 
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~ Alawee Reserve ~ 

 

 

 tried Bros Musibau’s mobile again in the tricycle on the way to our PPA. 

He picked at the first ring. 

“Hello ‘Lawale Kopa shun!” Underground roadside and metal noise 

clunked into my eardrum from his end. “Maami dey fine,” He said before I could 

say a word. Everyone in the house called my mother Maami. He continued in the 

same breath, “My phone loss. Tif steal am for workshob, I dey for workshob now; 

I go call wen I get for house for night. But Maami dey kampe sha. No cause for 

control, ev’ritin dey under alarm. Iya laya!” His tone carried finality –  end of 

discussion. It took some micro-seconds to digest his mangled English then said: 

“No wahala egbon. O daabo.”  

The battering of spanner on metal became more deafening. I ended the call. 

“How is Mamana?” Lawal asked. 

“I was unable to speak with her but was told she is fine.” 

“I think you need to get her a pone quickly.” 

“I have that in mind. Thank you.” 

 

Eight of us were assigned to Gombe State Ministry of Information and 

Orientation for our PPA. I liked the idea of serving in a ministry. It had become 

more inviting after a lecture from Kalu in the OBS studio, on one of those days: 

“Ministries are cool places to serve as PPA. It is not as though there is no 

work to be done in Ministries but it allowed more time to do other things. Other 

things like Secondary Place of Assignment (SPA). SPA is the hustling-mode 

Corpers subscribe to. Some friends even have four. For Batch A, Chizoba and 

Bola are second to none with five home lessons each plus their PPA while for 

Batch B, Bukky, a first class graduate of Chemistry from one South-West 

University like that whose PPA is the State College of Education Technical is the 

leader with a self- confessing four home lessons and two WAEC tutorials. You 

hardly see them around. I have two too; as a Literature- in-English teacher in a 

I 
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private secondary school and one home lesson. They don’t pay well but the 

monthly twelve thousand naira from both SPAs helps me settle monthly food 

subscription and transport fare.” 

I wanted to ask him what he did with the monthly Nineteen thousand eight 

hundred naira alawee but he didn’t give room for questions as he resumed. “Guys, 

the idea of multiple streams of income is strategic here as a Corper. You 

remember the ant that gathers in moments of plenty?” 

We nodded gently in a way that showed his words were sinking into our skulls. 

“Alawee days are the moment of plenty for every Corper in a country that 

promises no job after passing out parade. See, you can do anything with this 

uniform within this one year. You can enter into any office and be sure they will 

welcome you open-heartedly. You can even moonlight with as many jobs as 

possible. Exploitative employers would gladly accept you because you are cheap 

labour compared to hiring you once you have your service year certificate. They 

can pay you N5000 for a full month.” Kalu’s voice raised steadily, his eyes 

suddenly turned red. The gap between his top incisors seemed to contract. Anger 

flickered all over him. “But what happens after the whole thing? Joblessness par 

shamefulness! My elder brother and sister served five and three years ago 

respectively and till now, no job. You still remember the ant that gathers in times 

of plenty?” 

We nodded melancholically. We had not seen him that emotional before. 

“That’s what we do with the Federal alawee. We save it. Everything. For the 

twelve months. Save yours too and be sure to have something to fall back on after 

service; a capital to start a business because the government does not have any job 

to offer and even the few slots that open up due to resignations and retirements 

are given to their nephews and nieces or somebody who knows somebody 

somewhere. We, graduates, in this country will do ourselves good if we rid our 

belief systems of employment and entitlement mentality.” He was on his feet 

already. 

“Instead of waiting for the millions, you can start making the millions yourself 

with what you have and where you are. Of course with alawee reserve. And that is 

what I want to do with my N158,400. I still have four months to go which means 

another seventy-nine thousand, two hundred naira. Guess what I want to do with 

the money? I want to start a fish farm. I’ll rent a pond at the outskirt of Gombe 

close to Akko Local Government where the major fish ponds in Gombe are. I will 

breed fingerlings. That’s what I will do. I have not started because my business 

plan puts my start-up capital at two hundred and fifty thousand naira. I should 

have saved up close to that at the end of service year which is just in four months’ 

time. 

“Did I tell you about Bukky?” 

We nodded. 
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“The brilliant guy who bagged first class in Chemistry?” 

We nodded again. 

“Bukky opened a café in Tunfure last month. The shop has three hunchback 

computers, a printer and a scanner. He hopes to expand it further later on. His 

dream is for the café to become the hub of commercial internet browsing in 

Gombe. Chizoba also imports crayfish from the East. She distributes it to traders 

in Babban Kasuwa. Just three weeks ago, the Mr. Macho of our time opened a car 

wash at Pantami. Just last two weeks, before we came to camp, IfeOluwa and 

Godiya, both Batch B corpers rented a joint fashion shop and equipped it with 

two tailoring machines which they bought from their alawee reserves. The list is 

endless. You will meet them in the Family House if you are coming to Gombe.” 

“Have an alawee reserve account and secure life after service. Whether you are 

going to Gombe or you are redeploying, what is necessary is that you should study 

your state of posting and tap into the basic problems that the indigenes cry out 

about every day. Socio- economic problems are raw materials for wealth. Fish is in 

high demand here in the North and that’s why I want to invest in the business. 

But to hope for a paid job after service years? That’s sheer unrealistic optimism, 

not with the failing and falling economy.” He had raged on a bit more, then, 

walked out of the studio without ceremony. 

From the somber looks on our faces that evening in the studio, I could tell 

majority of us fancied the idea –  especially those of us who were much aware of 

our backgrounds. 

 

I knew Bros Musibau wouldn’t call when he got home. I called him at about 11pm 

hoping he was back from his drinking binge. 

He picked just before the end of the first ring and yawned into my ears. 

“’Lawale, wait, let me knock Maami’s door,” he slurred slumberingly in his more 

comfortable Yoruba –  No forming with the English Language this time around. 

I heard some sounds as of yawning and ruffling of sheets, followed by the 

familiar unlatching sound of the bolts and creaking of hinges that cried for 

lubrication, then the distinct whooshing of air outside interjected by the rapping 

of knuckles on our wooden door. I heard Bros Musibau speaking, 

“It’s Musibau, Maami. ‘Lawale wants to speak with you.” 

“My husband, s’alaafia ni? When I’m going to see you? Today is the twenty-

second day. Se bi you said the compulsory camp would last for twenty-one days. 

Abi you have decided to stay there like I dreamt about two nights ago?” Maami 

threw a barrage of questions. 

I was startled at the coincidence. I saw her two nights before and she had 

assured me of safety in the den of the terrorists. 

There was silence for some time, then I sighed and spoke: 
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 “Maami, I am fine. What you dreamt about is true. They said if we change our 

state, we won’t get the first alawee which is to be paid in cash by the state NYSC. 

That’s why. We came into Gombe yesterday. And everything is fine here. I am 

staying in the family house of Christian Corpers here and they have been taking 

good care of us. With free food too.” 

“Thanks be to God. You will jam benefactors anywhere you turn. I have 

bathed you with the sponge and soap of good luck when I gave birth to you; you 

will be endearing to both young and old. Won a feran e.” 

“Amen Maami.” 

“Both young and old rejoiced when Jesus rode like a King to Jerusalem on 

Palm Sunday. You have entered the land of Gambari, both young and old, male 

and female will rejoice with you.” 

“Amen Maami.” 

“Has your prayer water finished?” 

“No Maami.” 

“Good. Use it little little se o gbo?” 

“Yes Maami.” 

“Drink a teaspoon in the morning before going out and put small on your 

head and eyes too. The potency is not in quantity.” 

“Yes Maami.” I answered, scratching my head, I had forgotten I had prayer 

water and anointing oil. 

“Did you hear that Musibau will soon become a father?” 

“Waoh! Joy unspeakable!” I said in English. 

“What is that?” Mama asked. 

Ayo Abara tintin!” 

“Indeed. Sebi, you know Ajoke?” 

“Not really.” 

“Ajoke! Iya Abigeli’s younger sister that came from the village to stay with 

them a month before you left home.” 

“Okay… ” 

“Musibau has put her in the family way. She is now living with him.” 

“Okay Maami. I wish them happy union.” 

“Amen, my husband.” 

“They said they will pay the first alawee tomorrow.” 

“What is alawee?” 

“The money Federal Government pays Corpers every month for the twelve 

months of service.” 

“Okay, that’s very good.” 

“We hear they will pay it tomorrow. I will divide it into two and send ten 

thousand naira to Bros Musibau to give you.” 
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“Ha! Oko mi, Olowo ori mi. E gberun Mewaa tan! Okan soso omo to ju egberun omo lo,” 

she broke into panegyrics and launched into prayers till my N100 airtime got 

exhausted. 

 

I was the first person at the NYSC secretariat the next day. 

“Ah, OBS, you no go again?” the bald cashier asked at the NYSC state 

secretariat. The patched parch on his head gleamed in the warm glow of the 

fluorescent light in the room. 

I fired him a fierce look and tendered the proof of collection on his table, with 

a deliberate slight bang. 

Tersely, he looked at the acceptance slip from my employer, Gombe State 

Ministry of Information and Orientation and dumped some one thousand naira 

notes on the table. “Two hundred change.” He said and snapped his fingers. 

I picked the notes and counted. Twenty thousand. I squeezed a wretched two 

hundred naira note and threw it at him. “Your days are numbered if you continue 

in your corrupt way. Nonsense!” 

The news blistered like wide dry grassland on fire. Colleagues posted to the 

crevices of the state flowed en-masse to the state capital –  from all the other ten 

Local Governments. 

Kalu accompanied me to the banking area close to the Babban Kasuwa, the 

main market after Cross where I credited Bros Musibau’s account with ten 

thousand Naira in one of the old-generation banks. 

“Don’t think you are so special; I just tagged along with you because I’m afraid 

those Al-majiri boys will snatch the money from you before you get to the bank 

area,” He told me later as I offered my thanks profusely. 

I smiled. 

Bola advertised Pamper- the- flesh just then. I bought him one to supplement 

the SIM-card meat on the white rice and stew for dinner that evening. 

“I understand.” He nodded and smiled. “Thank you.” 

“So, you now have another priend abi? I know your tyfe. You are the 

froverbial folygamous husband who dejected his first wipe because of a new 

bride.” Lawal protested lightly, smiling. 

“I owe you one egg for spaghetti tomorrow morning,” I said. 

That night, Maami came dancing energetically like J. P Clark’s Agbor dancer, 

gladness somersaulting in her soul. 
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~ Family Meeting ~ 

 

 

here was a certain sense of equality that was different from equity. 

In the Family House, all animals are equal but some are more equal 

than others. Lawal wouldn’t let us hear word in the room. Before meals, 

he would burst into his song: “Some have pood but they don’t fay / Some can fay 

but they don’t fay / We all have pood and we ate / Glory be to thee O Lord. 

Amen.” 

The tune soon became his identity in the Bashiga. 

“Gaskiya, this is class offression. Why would some have frivate rooms, even 

sweefers, and servers and feofle to do their laundry –  fellow Corfers! After they 

fay themselves allowance from our tithes and opperings plus free peeding all 

through the year. This is inequality! Are we not all Corfers? I don’t fear eviction. I 

have a lodge. But the truth must be told. Gaskiya, this is gross unpairness and 

inequity!” Lawal challenged at our second family meeting in the house. 

The family meeting, a customary tradition held every first Saturday of a new 

month was an avenue for house-dwellers to raise personal displeasures and 

grouse, settle conflicts and discuss matters affecting the family. 

Each family meeting began with the introduction –  by every house-dweller 

present: Name, state of origin, Alma mater, course of study, PPA, and relationship 

status which usually elicited bouts of excitements. 

“How can we claim we are all Corfers and not be entitled to the same 

frivileges and rights?” Lawal pressed to the amazement of everyone. Eyes gathered 

on him, enamored of the guts of a younger Corper –  of the far younger Batch C 

with Batch A and B at the upper rung of the hierarchy. 

“How can some feofle be the only one freaching during morning devotions? 

How can I be faying pood subscriftion and some feofle won’t fay and will even 

eat from what I faid as pood subscriftion because they are Excos or Cencos or 

Transcos or whatever? Why would there be segregation in this family of God? If 

we claim they are enjoying all these pringe benefits because they are doing the 

work of God, tell me, are we not all doing the work of God? Don’t we all go por 

frison visitations, hosfital visitations, street- to- street evangelism and rural rugged 

T 
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which are the core vision of this commission? And if we claim they cook, are we 

not mandated to go to the kitchen once or twice a week to helf? And if it is 

because some feofle go to Babban Kasuwa to buy pood stuffs, we can also start 

rotating that. If we can’t, then, I don’t understand this system at all!” Lawal said 

matter of fact and walked out of the meeting. 

A meaning- laden silence ensued with eyes darting across in bewilderment at 

his confrontation. 

“We can’t allow such individual to stay here and corrupt the love and bond in 

this house.” Papa, the NCCF president whom Lawal calls Zacchaeus finally broke 

the hush slowly pressing down a blow on the earth to drive home his point. 

Beside him was his secretary alias Uncle, both Batch As. 

“His eviction letter has been written already. I’ll sign, stamp and seal it after 

this meeting.” Papa ruled, unruffled in his seat opposite us, aplomb and drunk 

with power. 

Lord Acton’s Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely played in my mind 

immediately. 

“And for those of you who may think what he said makes sense, please follow 

me to Proverbs 22:28. If you are not there, say ‘wait for me’… ” 

“Wait for me,” some chorused. 

“Okay. Are you there?” 

“Yes.” 

“No.” 

“Yes.” 

“I read: ‘Remove not the ancient landmark, which thy fathers have set.’ Very 

clear and precise!” he said, bending, his left hand held the microphone whilst his 

right hand molded a blow that he slowly pressed downwards in his characteristic 

manner. “Abi, no be so for your version?” 

“Na so, sir,” came the chorus response. With that, Lawal’s fate was sealed. 

He was bundled out the next day. Favor room lost some of its groove and 

vibes and became boringly frustrating whenever Kalu wasn’t around. Soon, my life 

became a shuttle between the Family House and Lawal’s Gombe Media 

Cooperation’s lodge at Bolari. 

With his eviction came the disguised opportunity that the Family House 

forbade, the privacy that Linda and I craved for. She had come two weeks after 

my arrival in Gombe. She joined me in the Family House. 

“Guess what? I did not redeploy. Just went to Lagos to check on my Dad and 

my Mom. C’mon! How can I continue life without you?” she whispered into my 

ears at our first meeting on her return. I couldn’t hide my excitement. We were no 

longer shy of our emotions for each other. 

Lawal excused us every Thursdays after Community Development Service 

meetings at the zonal office, Bolari, just the next street to his Lodge. 
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“Take.” He had handed me a spare key to his room. 

We retreated into his room for rendezvous, Linda and I, his lean mattress 

bearing the warm, heavy weight of our bodies, absorbing the sweaty heat of 

intense cleaving, the bedspread drinking the droplets of splurged semen. And then 

we were back to the Family House, wearing back the garment of piety. 
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~ Mr. Macho ~ 
 

 

hai! See how this feofle just waste this Kofa! Wallahi tallahi Ja ha na 

mah straightaway!” a young caftan-wearing man uttered with 

heavily-accented Hausa some distance across the burnt stalls, 

sorrow etched on his face too. 

We rushed to the spot –  a razed store, after frantic searching efforts. Our faces 

contoured involuntarily at the scabrous sight of a body in khaki. The fellow’s 

mouth was wide open revealing a gap- tooth like Kalu’s. My heart almost jumped 

out of my mouth. The body lay beside another with woman features, both torn 

mercilessly by improvised explosive devices that security agents later confirmed 

had been orchestrated by a school girl who wore a veil. 

“He is not the one. He wore a white shirt with stripe. Brown chinos trousers, 

NYSC cap and Jungle boot.” I said fighting back tears that stubbornly streamed 

out. 

“Ina Lillahi Wa inna Llahi rujihun!” the young caftan-wearing man said and 

walked away briskly, his right thumb and index finger tightened his nose from the 

foul aroma around. 

He moved fast. 

Anger roused from my inside and I wanted to run after him and tell him what 

nonsense he just muttered. Yes, we come from Him. But must we return to him 

in this gruesome manner? I wanted to ask him but my legs stuck to the spot. 

More Corpers arrived at the scene. We gathered around the charred remains of 

the fellow, vitriolic revenge burning in our eyes. From Bolari, Tudun Wada, 

Federal Low-cost, Gbagadaza, Tashan Bauchi, Sabon Line, Shongo Idrisa, 

Tunfure and all around Gombe metropolis. We all wore our NYSC caps. 

We tried Kalu’s lines repeatedly. 

The number you are trying to call does not ex ist. 

The recipient you are trying to call is switched off. To leave an instant voice SMS, please stay 

on the line. 

We stayed on the line till power ran out of our cells. 

“Please, keep calm. This is the only casualty. No other Corper died. We would 

give him a heroic burial. Please don’t riot,” a man in an overall bearing NEMA 

“C 
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addressed us, apprehensive. His composure gave him away as the state head of the 

National Emergency Management Authority. His face bore the Oyo tribal mark. 

“We can’t find one of us and his lines are all unreachable. His roommates said 

he left the lodge for here some twenty minutes before the blast,” Macho said 

forcefully. 

“He is not here. That I can assure you. We have collected all the victims. 

Maybe his battery is low or he lost his phone on the way here.” 

The policemen and soldiers rode away in their armoured vehicles. 

“Where are you people going?” The NEMA boss quizzed astonishingly. 

“Gaskiya, no interpere por Kofa mata!” A voice yelled from on top the 

armored vehicle. 

“Liar!” Macho resumed facing the NEMA official, emboldened. If Kalu is not 

here, where else would he be? I can tell all the Corpers in Gombe capital are all 

here now. Mr. NEMA, you are a bloody Lair! 

The face of the NEMA boss bore terrifying fear. 

 “Corper wee!” Macho banged his right fist in the air. 

“Wa!” we chorused. 

“Let’s strike the iron when it is still hot!” 

“Yes o!” 

“Wait o, Corpers. Patience, please and please,” the NEMA boss said. He was 

on his knees. His colleagues joined him immediately and rubbed their palms 

against each other offering pleas. “We are not happy about this occurrence at all. 

As you can see from the look around, more than fifty of the indigenes here also 

died. Please, don’t riot. May God save the North-East from these marauders. 

Please, don’t riot o! That would not profit anybody o!” 

Officials from the state NYSC suddenly appeared at the scene. 

“Good evening this evening gentlemen Corp members,” the state coordinator 

said. 

“What is good about the evening this evening,” Macho replied, incensed, filled 

with a renewed confidence. 

“I understand your frustration gentlemen Corp members. But you have to 

calm down. This is a state tragedy o! It has never happened in the history of 

NYSC Gombe. That a Corper died in a bomb blast?” 

“Not a Corper point of correction Mr. State Coordinator sir!” Macho 

countered. 

“Ehn- ehn! Who else?” 

“Kalu, GM/15B/772 left the family house for Babban Kasuwa here twenty 

minutes before the blast and his numbers have not been reachable since then.” 

“It is quite unfortunate. But we must not be quick to run to conclusions. 

Maybe he is somewhere enjoying the life of his head. You know you Corpers like 

to flex very well.” 
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“Liar! Does Kalu drink?” 

“No!” We chorused. 

“Does he smoke?” 

“No!” 

“Does he party around?” 

“No!” 

“Does he even have a girlfriend?” 

“Awaiting!” 

“Erm erm, that is the problem with you youths o! Anger. The NEMA people 

said only a Corper died. Abi, Mr. Director?” He turned to the NEMA boss. 

“Yes sir. But we cannot categorically confirm now.” 

“Haa! Okay. My children, please let us not wish Kalu dead. I beg you in the 

name of everything sacred to you. Please keep calm and not foment any trouble. 

Please and please. It is you people that I am begging. Please and please o!” 

Gboah! Gboah! 

A deafening sound rose from somewhere close and shook the earth. 

Macho trembled. We scampered for safety. Every man for himself. 
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~ Jeje Parade ~ 
 

 

t was the evening before Muslims’ small Sallah celebration, the one after the 

thirty-day stretch fast. He had gone to the big Babban Kasuwa to replenish 

his provisions –  as was his culture at the beginning of every new month. 

Fever held me back from going with him that evening only to hear the news of 

the tragedy minutes later. 

Evening broadcast news from the TV in the Bashiga later reportedly confirmed 

the earth-rending sound to be another explosion in another part of the market, 

making it a twin blast that rocked the state the same day. 

My phone buzzed continuously. Text messages interrupted calls. The callers 

appeared as loved ones. I took them the way they were: Mockers, Scoffers. 

Curiosity shouldn’t be mistaken for concern, I thought to myself. Some of them I 

hadn’t heard from for a year before then. 

“Are you safe?” she asked anxiously–  for a negative response, I think. It was 

an unknown number. Nike, a school colleague didn’t introduce herself but the  

voice was unambiguously familiar. I caught off connection with her when she said 

NO after our last paper. 

“Yes I am,” I replied, trying to still my breath. 

“In Gombe?!” 

How do you know I’m in Gombe? I wanted to ask her but restrained myself. 

Monitoring spirits! “I’m fine.” I said and pressed the red button. I wouldn’t have 

picked the call if I had known she was the caller. She knew I wouldn’t. Why care 

about me when you can’t give in to me? 

Bros Musibau called that night. “’Lawale, how far now?” 

“I thank God.” 

“We heard what happened now now for radio at the workshob.” 

“Please don’t tell Maami.” 

“Trust me now. How many months to go?” 

“Nine.” 

“Very far o!” 

“It is well. Please call me when you get home. I want to speak with Maami.” 

Chudi called and quizzed the same thing: “Are you safe?” 

 

I 
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Night descended fast with heavy gloom. His silhouette lingered everywhere in the 

family house that evening. We ran out of the rooms breathing terribly fast and 

formed small groups outside –  caucus by caucus, mourning and consoling each 

other. Oldie chose my group, same group as Linda, Macho, Bola, Chizoba, Bukky 

and Bala. Oldie stooped in the middle lolling his tongue, tears dripped from his 

wet mucked-eyes. 

Everyone tried his lines. 

Same response from the ladies in soprano. 

I stared at the starless sky, my mind playing and replaying the footage of 

moments with Kalu. His voice thudded in my ears like words spoken at the 

seashore. A bowl like Bola’s –  crammed with raw mud-coloured eggs –  appeared 

in the sky suspended by a thread. The thread snapped suddenly and the bowl of 

raw eggs tumbled and crashed on the rocky earth splintering into moist shards of 

whitish-yellow. 

Ambitions, hopes and aspirations shattered! Plans on alawee reserve shattered! 

I yelled! 

“’Lawale, calm down! I say calm down!” Macho chastened. “Let’s keep faith 

that Kalu is not dead.” 

“Brother ’Lawale, please don’t pamper the flesh here. You are pampering the 

flesh by crying. Please be strong. We know he is your friend but he is our friend 

too,” Bola said. 

“Yes, Brother ’Lawale. Isaiah 57:1 says the righteous is taken away before the 

evil days,” Bukky said. 

“Shut up Bukky! Shut up! What rubbish are you saying? Kalu is not dead,” 

Macho rebuked. 

I scoffed. What more evil days can be more evil than a bomb blast? Religion 

has a way of excusing every plight of man. If you recover from a sickness, it is 

God, the Healer but if you die in the process, it is God, the Giver and Taker. 

We were there, long after light out till mosquitoes and the shrill midnight cold 

forced us back into the rooms. 

The following day, grief hung heavily in the air around the house. The family 

house suddenly became a haggard skeleton of its bubbling self. A fearful silence 

enveloped the house. The fear of Who-is-nex t? palpitated loudly. Belongings were 

collected, clothes taken down from the racks into neatly folds, carefully arranged 

in portmanteaus. 

Jeje Parade for Kalu’s batch was to be on for two more weeks but it was 

informally terminated. 

Bola never advertised pamper- the- flesh again. 

Mama’s kitchen was deserted. 

“We must go on prayer investment and stop the activities of these bastards in 

the spiritual. We are going on a three-day marathon fast. No food and water all 
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through; it is prayer all through. The kitchen is shut down till after three days. The 

gate is also locked as I speak, no going out and coming in. This is a slap on our 

faces as Believers in the North-East. We are going to fast this fast together. We 

are going to banish them from this land,” Papa ruled during the emergency family 

meeting that morning. 

“I am in pront of your pamily house. The gate is locked and I have been 

knocking for only God knows when.” Lawal called to inform. 

I told him the Commander’s decree. 

“Blatant rubbish! This is hunger strike! After- tragedy reactive frayers. 

Externally-motivated sfiritual warriors! Medicine after death! To be in trouble 

before praying is trouble itself. Zacheaus rubbish!” He hissed and hung up. 

 

Day One of the Fast. 

In the chapel. Tongues blasting. 

My mind played and replayed last memories with Kalu. How ebullient he was 

the morning before on Jeje Parade. 

Jeje Parade, the three weeks Family House passing out ritual for the exiting 

batch always took place in an atmosphere of splendor, glamour and humor. 

Younger batches were to stay indoors and lower window shutters. Buckets of 

water were splashed on the errant. 

I recounted watching him smile his gap- tooth smile in his full seven-over-

seven khaki uniform the morning before, through the chink in the curtain in 

Favor room that guaranteed a good view of the small area of land at the gate area 

improvised as parade ground. 

I ran to Favor room and looked through the chink in the curtain. My neck 

turned about voluntarily. My eyes caught his diary: BLEED. His stunning 

intelligence, his heart of gold, his handsomeness, his cultivated demureness, his 

chivalry, his hospitality, his foresight and his joyous presence flooded my mind. 

His warmth- infectious voice called in my head like he had called out: “Prey 

prey shun!” for his colleagues the previous morning mimicking the parade 

commander in camp. His leadership spirit was inborn. He had led them in 

practical reminisces of camp drills that ended in a call and response song: 

Call: Jeje jeje we dey go o 

Response: Jeje, we dey go o, jeje 

Call: We dey go o small small 

Response: Jeje 

Call:  We dey go o sosei 

Response: Jeje 

Call:  Jeje jeje we dey go o, 

Response: Jeje, we dey go o, jeje 

THE END 
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Afterword 
 

For more than a decade now, the North-East of Nigeria has featured badly in the 

news. From multiple bomb blasts to genocidal killings to abduction, the region reeks 

of insecurity, of course, allegedly caused by the terrorist sect, Boko Haram. 

Despite these dangers that the region portends, the Nigerian National Youth 

Service Corps (NYSC) still posts young youth graduates to this nucleus of terrorist 

attacks for the mandatory service to fatherland. 

Many Corps members have died in the process and many disappeared into thin 

air. One of them, Rachel Oluwatosin Samuel, a Batch ‘A’ 2015 Corps member 

serving in Gombe who fell victim of the bomb blast of Thursday, July 16 2015 at 

Babban Kasuwa. This is for them all and us too. 

Dear Rachel, continue to rest in His bosom. 
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